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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Overview 

The larger project of which this report forms a part, comprises a suite of related research streams to 
support the state of Western Australia (WA) and the Westport Taskforce in particular, in the planning 
for landside logistics infrastructure and services, including a possible new container berth in Kwinana, 
to support container trade growth. This major long-term infrastructure planning process provides an 
opportunity for the development of logistics infrastructure including road and rail corridors and terminal 
facilities to ensure the most cost-efficient and environmentally sympathetic supply chains for businesses 
depending on imports and exports. Further, it provides the opportunity to consider the impacts of 
unfolding global trends in logistics and supply chains on the development of port areas and industrial 
zones throughout Perth. The project also explores the potential to use  freight transporters’ operational 
data already being generated via in-cab GPS monitoring systems for public policy purposes, particularly 
in short-haul urban environments. 

The wider project: Planning intermodal and general logistics infrastructure for the future needs of Perth, 
comprises three components: 

• Intermodal Systems for Perth 
• Global Supply Chain Trends and Local Perspectives 
• Telemetry Systems for Tracking Road Freight Activity 

This report concerns the second component: Global Supply Chain Trends and Local Perspectives, 
providing a summary of the various reports into supply chain trends which formed part of the project. 
Most of the trends identified and discussed have been implemented in very recent times and in fact, 
many are still in the early stages of adoption by industry. This report briefly summarises the most 
important trends as they currently appear globally and in the local and national environment, and 
highlights the major directions of research and development being undertaken by public and private 
sector players. 
 
This report refers to reports 4.1 (Global Trends), 4.2 (Applicability to Perth and Western Australia) and 
5.3 (Commercial Processes and Technological Developments) attached as appendices. 
 
Key research question: What are some of the major global changes in supply chain systems and control, 
including blockchain technologies, and what are the potential impacts in Perth and WA? 
 
Key findings 

• Global trends 
o Container terminals, warehouses and distribution functions are increasingly becoming 

automated, using machine learning to accelerate processes 
o ‘Big data’ and IT investments are changing the ways in which firms relate to each other 

with high levels of control over long sections of the value chain by those who own and 
manage the data best 

o IT developments including blockchain will bring about cost savings for individual 
companies. Main impact - reductions in back office cost, greater speed of regulatory 
approvals and potential to eliminate wasteful handling and transport tasks. Unlikely to 
impact significantly on the fundamental tasks of container handling and logistics 
functions in the port city. 

o GPS fleet management systems give transport companies better real time information 
on freight activity, assisting with cost-competitiveness. The most significant changes 
from the routine use of GPS trucking data will likely come from roads authorities, in 
compliance and road user charging. 

• Local perspectives on global trends 
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o Freight activity may decrease due to an increase in local manufacturing supported by 
technological developments such as 3D printing 

o High productivity vehicles (HPVs) could reduce the number of trucks on the road but 
could equally reduce the rail task due to increased cost differentials 

o Air freight, including drones, could increase due to transport of small packages and 
lightweight goods associated with the growth of online shopping 

o Consolidation of shipping lines, vertical integration of large logistics companies and a 
reduction in road transport owner/operators is expected to continue and will impact on 
the structure of freight and logistics in Australia 

o Automation will continue to be used for repetitive, heavy work and increasingly reduce 
the number and size of the human workforce. Robotics and automated warehousing will 
displace manual workers and a larger workforce with technical knowledge and skills will 
be required. Union resistance could slow these changes 

o Shared freight deliveries will become more evident as companies try to “uberise” freight 
o Government policy was a concern in relation to imposing constraints on innovation 
o Greater collaboration between private and government sectors is a priority.  
o The government role is seen as regulating access to infrastructure, providing policy 

certainty, facilitating data sharing 

2. Global trends 

This section summarises highlights from report 4.1 (Appendix A) and 5.3 (Appendix C).  
 
The physical nature of freight activity is not showing signs of major disruptive change as yet.  The 
traditional modes of transport - shipping, rail, road and air freight are not yet subverted by new modes 
(space travel, hyperloops, drones etc).   
 
Logistics functions are similarly essentially unchanged, but are becoming much better recognised as key 
to international economic activity.  Investment in transport and logistics activity is now becoming more 
generalised, and control over supply chain function is increasingly recognised as central to the business 
model of many different types of industry. For instance, many successful firms in e-commerce, 
capitalising on the transition away from traditional retail models, are now essentially in the ‘logistics’ 
business, rather than in manufacturing, sales or IT. 
 
Logistics investment is now all about automation and systems, and their ability to reduce costs and 
consolidate market share.  

Automation 

Container terminals, warehouses and distribution functions are increasingly becoming automated, and 
using machine learning to accelerate the process.  New container terminals throughout the world 
(including Australia) are adopting automation to remove human labour from berths and to reduce safety 
risk.  Algorithms direct the container stacking and allocation operations at these berths, and the systems 
governing these operations can learn from experience, thus optimising operations more and more over 
time. 
 
The cost of retro-fitting existing terminals with automation, however, is quite high, in both machinery 
and human terms, and this will limit the speed of take-up.  Older Australian terminals will gradually move 
in this direction but will be restrained by labour relations and also the lack of clear commercial motive 
(relative to terminals in ports in other parts of the world which compete more directly with each other). 
 
Some of these terminals have already migrated to using simulators for crane driver training, thus 
eliminating some of the safety risks associated with stevedoring work.  This type of technology is now 
routine in many transport fields such as aviation, train driving and forklift operation. 
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Warehouses are also become increasingly automated.  Nowadays, whenever a new distribution centre 
(DC) is commissioned, most activity within it is fully automated, with only a small number of people 
supervising computer systems and maintaining the equipment.  Intelligent systems now exactly 
determine where consignments are stored as well as the process of storing and retrieving the items.  
Road transport functions at the DC are also managed by these systems, driving out inefficiency and 
reducing supply chain cost. 
 
Automation will rapidly become the norm in warehousing as the larger logistics firms, retailers etc invest 
in new facilities.  Warehousing assets are recycled fairly quickly, and the costs of automation are falling, 
so this change should be fairly rapid.  

Realignments in the value chain 

Many of the most important recent supply chain trends can be best understood as altering traditional 
flows of value and information.  Physical supply chain activity is not changing as rapidly as the behaviour 
of firms at different points within these chains.  The rise of ‘big data’ and prevalence of IT investments 
are changing the ways in which firms relate to each other. 
 
Some symptoms of this: 

 
• Consolidation of shipping lines 
• Shipping lines extending activity into landside logistics 
• Integration of freight forwarding and land transport operations via IT developments  
• Emergence of payment platforms and retail disrupters (eg AliBaba and Amazon) as major 

logistics firms 
• Development of blockchain-based solutions to revolutionise the roles of finance houses in 

international trade, and also in bulk commodity exporting 
• Development of vertically integrated urban logistics supply chains (eg Qube/Moorebank, NSW) 

 
To some extent these developments are symptomatic of the constant volatility of trade and global 
markets.  There is a general sense, though, that the current pace of change in the logistics industry is 
more rapid now than in the recent past, largely led by IT developments, which promise high levels of 
control over long sections of the value chain by those who own and manage the data best. 

Potential of blockchain 

The rapid recent adoption of potentially disruptive IT developments has led to excitement about the 
potential to greatly improve the efficiency of international trade.  Blockchain has become a symbol of 
this potential, and will no doubt become an important tool in smoothing out complex, fragmented 
supply chains, especially in regard to finance transactions and information dissemination. 

Blockchain technology will assist in reducing the cost (in dollars and in time) of facilitating imports and 
exports, and will further unlock some savings through reducing the capacity for errors to be transmitted 
through the chains due to bad data entry. 

The experience of several recent trials suggests that the technology is powerful enough in theory to 
achieve these benefits.  The issue that limits the impact of the technology is the lack of incentive of 
commercial players to jump on board large ambitious over-arching systems. 

Major companies in the shipping, container handling, logistics and transport industries will continue to 
implement new technology within their own business environments and there will be improvements in 
some relationships throughout the chain.  Software companies will continue to fight for dominance 
within individual sectors of the chain, but will not seek to develop true end-to-end oversight systems 
that would bring all players and transactions under one single system. 
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Blockchain technology will be used by shippers (ie importers and exporters) and their banks to 
streamline cumbersome letter of credit arrangements.  It will also be a part of operational systems to 
resolve complex real time issues such as the positioning of containers within stacks at the berth for 
minimisation of forklift, gantry and transporter activity. 

Blockchain will also be particularly useful for bulk exporters with a high degree of ownership or 
partnership along their supply chains (eg large mining companies and commodities traders).  These 
companies are very likely to continue implementation of blockchain-based solutions as the internal 
benefits will be readily visible to all parties.  The container trade is much more fragmented, which makes 
this type of IT investment more difficult to justify, involves more risk through openness and dilutes the 
benefits to each company.  

Port community and trade community projects are less likely to succeed in their aims to develop 
umbrella systems that all players will feed their data into.  The bodies seeking to develop these systems 
do not have the budgetary muscle or the commercial power to bring disparate supply chain companies 
into such systems.  The companies do not have realistic incentives to buy into these systems, while also 
investing in their own proprietary systems that manage their core operations.  Supply chain companies 
do not share the community benefit incentive that port authorities and managers have. 

Port authorities will have more success in developing overarching systems, strategies and frameworks 
aimed at providing the conditions for improved efficiency, especially as it relates to neighbouring 
communities. 

IT developments will certainly bring about cost savings for individual companies operating in the 
container port environment.  The main impacts will be in reductions in back office cost, greater speed 
in achieving regulatory approvals and the potential to eliminate wasteful handling and transport tasks.  
In general, these types of systems developments will not impact significantly on the fundamental tasks 
of container handling and logistics functions in the port city. 

Freight transport 

The basics of road and rail transport are not changing significantly.  However, the use of technology is 
helping road transporters cut costs and increase efficiency.  GPS fleet management systems give 
transport companies much better real time information on freight activity and assist with cost-
competitiveness.  This type of data is also of interest to IT companies and more significantly, transport 
regulators. 
 
The most significant changes arising from the routine use of GPS trucking data will likely come from 
roads authorities, in two fields – compliance and road user charging. 
 
In the near future, it will be possible to devise regulatory systems which allow regulators to use real time 
GPS data to police truck speed, weights and driver behaviour.  It will also be possible to introduce user-
charges on the road network, in place of traditional registration charges.  In practice, political resistance 
would suggest that these developments will not be instantaneous or rapid, but will be incremental.  
Automatic tolls are now commonplace around the world (though not in Perth) – this is arguably a 
stepping stone. 
 
Autonomous vehicles are also being developed and introduced to Australian roads, though perhaps not 
as rapidly as has been predicted.  Freight vehicles are likely to be well behind passenger vehicles in terms 
of general acceptance on the road.  As with passenger vehicles, certain functions such as braking and 
parking are most likely to be automated before full autonomous operation is permitted. 
 
Autonomous road freight transport may well commence with various forms of platooning, under which 
manned vehicles in convoy are controlled to a large extent via automatic synchronised braking, 
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acceleration, steering and collision avoidance systems.  Trials of many variants of this technology are 
continuing in many locations. 
 
Rail freight is more cumbersome and less responsive to technological innovation, especially in relation 
to urban freight, where any competitive advantage over road transport is minimal. Rail assets have 
longer lives than road transport vehicles, which are used intensively and then replaced typically within 
a decade – allowing for regular technological upgrading.  Rail operators are typically not strong IT 
developers, and often fall behind their supply chain partners and customers. 
 
The next level of innovation in rail networks will come in busy urban environments such as Sydney and 
Melbourne, where population growth demands new routes, rollingstock and safe-working (signalling) 
systems.  Freight operators on longer haul regional and interstate routes will wait longer for these 
developments.  
 

3. Local significance of global trends 

This section summarises key points from report 4.2 (Appendix B). 
 
Practitioners in the freight and logistics industry in Perth and around Australia were interviewed to 
ascertain their views of the emerging global trends and whether they would be significant in the local 
context.    

Change in mix of road, rail, sea, and air freight proportions 

Freight mode decisions are largely dependent on cost. Factors such as road usage charges, increased 
security and inspection costs, penalties for port use and fuel costs could influence how freight 
moves in future but there is little agreement on what the changes could be. 

Congestion on the roads and population growth could increase the desirability for more rail 
transport. 

Increasing use of high productivity vehicles (HPVs) could reduce the number of trucks on the road 
but could equally reduce the rail task due to increased cost differentials.  

Air freight could increases due to transport of small packages and lightweight goods associated with 
the growth of online shopping.  

All types of freight activity might decrease due to an increase of local manufacturing activity 
supported by technological developments such as 3D printing.  

Changes in supply chains 

The growth of global supply chains is expected to put pressure on the Australian industry for greater 
efficiency. Increased digitisation and electronic tracking will change the way freight is handled but 
slow responses to these changes would result in a negative impact on the Australian economy.  

Growth in demand for small parcels and packets will be supported by the continued expansion of 
automated sorting and distribution systems 

The impact of trade embargos, protectionism, cross border flow of goods and security threats is 
uncertain but they have the potential to disrupt supply chains throughout the world. 

Changes in freight and logistics 
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Consolidation of shipping lines, vertical integration of large logistics companies and a reduction in 
road transport owner/operators is expected to continue and will impact on the structure of freight 
and logistics in Australia. Developments in technology and information processing could see a 
decrease in the number of third party logistic providers (3PL) as customers, shippers and suppliers 
can be more closely connected.  

Automation will continue to be used for repetitive, heavy work and increasingly reduce the number 
and size of the human workforce. Union resistance could slow these changes.  

Technological developments 

There is overall consensus that technology will impact on logistics and supply chains at a global level 
through digitization of processes, automation of tasks and the development and adoption of 
autonomous/semi-autonomous vehicles.  

Blockchain technology will provide benefits but progress will be slow as it is a significant task, there 
is a reluctance to share data and there is considerable potential for business disruption. A simpler 
form of digitization could focus on freight interchange documentation that is stored on the ‘cloud’.  

Robotics and automated warehousing will displace manual workers and a larger workforce with 
technical knowledge and skills will be required.  

The use of autonomous and semi-autonomous cranes and vehicles for loading/unloading, 
moving/stacking will continue to expand especially where access can be easily controlled and safety 
concerns can be mitigated.  
 

Collaboration between freight and logistics companies 

Using infrastructure well and collaboration is essential in Australia where distances are great and 
population is low. Large-scale collaborations, joint ventures or consortia arrangements, however, 
complicate decision-making.  

Customer centric business models can evolve from sharing information, either by a simple 
electronic document exchange or a block chain system.  

Shared freight deliveries will become more evident. Companies trying to “uberise” freight.  

Government policy 

Government policy was a concern of all informants particularly in relation to constraints policy 
imposes on innovation. The need for government adaptability and flexibility was highlighted.  

An increase in policy on environmental issues is expected. Government policy has to recognise who 
is responsible for environmental impacts.  

Government policy concerning safety and operation of autonomous vehicles on public roads is a 
major issue.  

Industry/government collaboration 

Greater collaboration between private and government sectors is considered a priority. The 
government role is seen as regulating access to infrastructure on an equitable basis.  

Data sharing is an issue that has to be addressed. Government is attempting to provide information 
and more open data but industry seems to be less invested in a two-way exchange.  
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Concern over policy uncertainty was also raised as an issue preventing industry investment, which 
would be reduced by better communication.  

Government leadership was seen as imperative to support renewable energy initiatives and 
investment in the use of electric vehicles. 

4. Future supply chain research directions - Australia 

Australia relies heavily on international trade, especially containerised imports and bulk exports.  Supply 
chain research should be targeted towards improving efficiency and capacity and reducing costs in 
networks and systems supporting these trade types.   
 
Some suggested themes for future investigation: 

Development of national distribution networks  

Imports of household goods and manufactures make up a majority of containerised trade.  The entry 
ports are in the five major Australian mainland cities.  Consequently distribution centres and systems 
are based on these cities.  Each importing company makes its own decisions about whether to use 
national, regional or local distribution networks.  These decisions are based on factors including: 
 
• availability of well-serviced industrial land on rail and road networks 
• scale of operation 
• cost of long distance transport by sea, road and rail 
• demographic and market factors  

 
In the recent past, there has been evidence of a transition from national distribution models to regional 
models (with more direct sea freight into each state).  However, this situation is fluid and could reverse 
in the light of technological developments affecting warehousing and logistics and transport costs. 
 
A broad-based study of these factors would be useful in relation to long range planning of industrial 
precincts in Australian cities.  

Use of technological advances in road transport administration 

As technology becomes readily available, logistics companies have acquired it for commercial ends.  
Regulators and road managers are usually slower on the uptake.  There has been some adoption of 
technology for road safety uses and compliance purposes (cameras and sensors etc) but no large scale 
efforts to use in-cab GPS monitors for enforcement or charging purposes. 
 
National and state agencies have made some efforts in this direction, but political support for change is 
limited.  The time will soon arrive when it will be feasible to mandate in-cab GPS usage for a range of 
purposes.  Western Australia often lags other states in this type of research and in running trials of new 
technology or regulatory approaches.  A high level study considering how the state and the road 
transport industry could adopt the available technology for these purposes could be useful. 

Integrating intermodal rail systems 

Intermodal rail services will take on a more significant role in capital cities as population and road 
congestion continues to build.  Rail companies often lag behind their logistics partners in maintaining 
and integrating their operational information with systems that track consignments (containers and 
their contents) for the ultimate customers.  Successful intermodal operators in future will need to invest 
in software developments which tie their operational data with data from elsewhere in the international 
supply chains. 
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A project which supports rail operators by addressing this issue in light of new opportunities presented 
by blockchain technology etc could be a useful resource towards keeping intermodal operators in step 
with their supply chain partners and competitors. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 
The transport and logistics (T&L) industry in Australia is a massively important sector in the Australian 
economy. In 2013, it accounted for 8.6% of national GDP, providing a $131.6 billion contribution to the 
economy (TLISC, 2015).  
 
The T&L 2015 E-scan reports:  
 Workforce: 820,700 
 Ships handled in ports: 38,073 ships  
 Total domestic freight task: 600 billion tonne kilometres (tkm)   
 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimate that the national domestic road freight task was 205 billion 
tkm) for 2015-16 (ABS: Articulated trucks carry bulk of load on Aussie roads).  
 
Rail transport is expected to grow significantly over the coming years (Figure 2)  (NTC, 2016).  
 
 
Figure 1 - National freight task by mode 2013-14 (NTC, 2016) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 -Growth in national freight task by mode (NTC, 2016) 
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These aggregated statistics include all forms of freight, from heavy bulk haul exports to urban light 
vehicle activity.  They are useful for indicating levels of overall economic activity, but need to be 
disaggregated into narrower range of categories and geographical locations in order to be of use in 
specific jurisdictions.   
 
For transportation planners and government transportation departments it is important to understand 
the future trends in the freight and logistics sector. Wide ranging changes in how goods are transported 
will impact on transport mode demand and the need for transport infrastructure and associated policy 
development. Governments invest heavily in transport infrastructure that becomes a long-term feature 
of the urban form; the potential of developments that can impact on future demand has to be 
understood. 
 
Key questions have to be considered such as: 

• What are the key trends over the next 5-10 years in freight and logistics sectors?   
• How will future developments in freight and logistics influence transportation planning and 

infrastructure development?  
• How will developments in technology impact on freight and logistics? 

 
Long global supply chains and the involvement of multiple stakeholders make understanding the freight 
and logistics sector a complicated task. Additionally, the interdependence between different modes of 
transport makes it more difficult to predict the impact of current trends in the long term.  
 
This Supply Chain Trends study investigates the emerging trends for freight and logistics over the coming 
5-10 year period. The investigation takes the form of a literature review to uncover the issues and 
current trends prevalent in the sector. An analysis of interviews gathered from Australian and Western 
Australian industry experts.   
 

1.2 Structure of this Report 
Background information on the role of freight and logistics in the economy is presented and the 
importance of the research is highlighted. The methodology section describes the literature collection 
and analysis and shows examples of keywords used for online searches. The next sections discuss the 
trends in freight and logistics in detail. Finally, areas for future research are suggested. 
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1.3 Background 
The freight and logistics sectors are a significant component of the Australian economy. The sectors 
account for 8.6 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) (DIRDC, 2018). Long-term planning, provision 
and management of transport networks that support Australia's continually developing freight system 
are a major responsibility of government. The Australian Government is currently leading the 
development of a National Freight and Supply Chain strategy. In May 2018, a framework was agreed for 
developing a twenty-year national freight and supply chain strategy. Recognition is given to the need to 
identify the drivers of change in freight and logistics. 
 
Overall, freight volumes are increasing (DIRC, 2018) and the Australian Government is focussing on the 
importance of an effective, integrated and multimodal transport and logistics system. Port development 
and the increasing airfreight trends are two areas gaining particular attention.  
 
In Australia, logistics patterns and trends are becoming increasingly important to the design of our urban 
landscapes in particular, given the heavy concentration of economic activity in Australian capital cities.  
Already one of the most urbanised countries, the concentration of population in the four largest cities 
is expected to rise from 58% to 64% by 2048. 
  
Urban road and rail infrastructure is becoming stressed by high population growth, as well as 
corresponding growth in freight traffic.  By contrast, regional freight tasks are relatively static and are 
not generally encumbered by increasing demographic growth.  Interurban freight tasks are more 
complex, but there are few constraints on them, in terms of infrastructure capacity. 
 
The design of logistics chains in cities is therefore the most challenging task for planners, especially in 
relation to key nodes such as ports, airports, terminals and freight precincts.  
 

1.4 Methodology 
The gathering of literature relevant to freight and logistics trends, was primarily conducted via online 
searches using keyword terms Academic databases such as Scopus and major transportation journals 
were searched; Google Scholar was also used to return articles. Practitioner and industry reports not 
captured by other searches were found using the Google search engine.  
 
National and international sources of information, written in English were gathered for review. Articles 
and reports returned in the search results were scanned for relevance and those with an appropriate 
focus were compiled into a list, shared with the research team and discussed. A refined list of 
appropriate articles was constructed from the team discussions. The list excluded articles without a 
primary focus on future trends in freight and logistics and those without verifiable or credible substance. 
The articles on this list were then read in greater detail to ascertain the main themes of the discussion 
along with the implications for freight and logistics or supply chains (if any were suggested). This process 
resulted in consolidation of the literature into a set of key themes present in the literature related to 
the future of freight and logistics and supply chains from a global and national perspective. Discussion 
of the themes from the literature is presented in sections 2 and 3.  
 
Keywords used for the online database searches included: 
 
trends freight and logistics, future trends haulage, trends truck, ports future developments, future of 
road transport, air transport future trends, trucking trends, road haulage developments, container 
shipping future trends, supply chain trends, future supply chain 
 
The key themes were then consolidated into a set of questions for discussion with industry experts. The 
questions were open-ended and informants were provided with the questions prior to the interview for 
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their consideration and asked to add any other thoughts they had on future trends not covered in the 
questions.  
 
The outcomes of the interviews are set out in Report 4.2 Supply Chain Trends – Applicability to Perth 
and Australia (Appendix B). 
 

2 TRENDS IN FREIGHT AND LOGISTICS 

2.1 Growth of international business and e-commerce 
2.1.1 International supply chains 
The increasing force of globalisation can be evidenced by the growth of global supply chains, where 
products and services are sourced because of capability, efficiency and cost rather than proximity 
(Weforum, 2018). Global production chains supporting multi-national corporations are the major reason 
for the increasing trade in intermediate inputs.  These now account for more than fifty per cent of goods 
imported by economies in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
(Lawrence, et al. 2012). 
 
Imported inputs accounts for a significant proportion of exports and this now blurs the distinction 
between exports and imports as well as between domestic products and imports (Lawrence, et al. 2012). 
Global production chains can import and export products multiple times increasing the demands on the 
freight and logistics network. 
 
One thing that may impact on the growth of international supply chains is increasing energy and 
transport costs that are likely to continue as the cost of fossil fuels increases and government policy 
measures target carbon emissions. The cost pressures that result may lead to reductions in supply chain 
distances (Lawrence, et al. 2012). In addition, the role of China in the product value chain may decrease 
as wages in China increase over time. 
 
2.1.2 Rise of China as an economic force 
Since the 1970s China has been on a path of continuous urbanisation, increase in manufacturing, and 
development of infrastructure. China’s development has meant the need for raw materials, energy and 
building materials. Australia has played an important part in supplying those and in buying Chinese 
processed goods. Indeed, China has become Australia’s largest trading partner for both imports and 
exports (Holmes, 2018). 
 
In the next stage of China’s development there will be a move to domestic consumption, and a demand 
shift from raw materials to more sophisticated goods and services. Although Australian resource exports 
will likely grow, the growth will be at a slower rate, with natural gas perhaps replacing coal exports. 
Some commodities such as wheat and wool may still be in big demand as incomes increase. 
 
These changes in imports and exports with China will have an impact on the transport network 
infrastructure in Australia. More complex manufactured goods are often less bulky and easier to 
transport and the demand on rail, road and sea seems unlikely to continue increasing at past rates as a 
consequence of trade with China. 
 
2.1.3 Increase in online buying from overseas by consumers 
Australians are purchasing more products online. Over a recent three month period, 9.7 million 
Australians shopped online. The reasons for this include cheaper prices, easier comparisons, more 
variety and choice, and convenience (Australia Post, 2018).  Although growth in online buying is faster 
than traditional retail buying, the latter accounted for $216 billion as opposed to $18 billion in physical 
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goods bought online. Online purchasing in Australia is perceived to be maturing but the entry of Amazon 
is likely to have a further impact. 
 
The most popular items bought online are department & variety store items and account for 30% of all 
online purchases in Australia. Fashion items are in second place with 22%. As might be expected online 
buying is popular in regional areas due the limited choice in consumer goods. 
 
These changes in buyer behaviour have led to an increase in parcel delivery, many of which are from 
overseas. As a high proportion of internet purchases are small, light weight goods the majority are 
transported by air and road. The “last mile” issue, pick-up by the consumer or delivery from post office 
distribution centre to the consumer’s residence has the potential to be addressed in a variety of ways.  
 

2.2 Increased use of technological developments 
Inefficiencies in transport and logistics are common because of task complexity, involvement of multiple 
actors, and the increasing dependence on technology. Technology developments require firms to 
constantly evaluate new technology and skills or risk being left behind (Elliott, Schmahl, & Tipping, 2017). 
High standards of technical skills are required for specialist managers, schedulers, brokers and freight 
forwarders but skills shortages in these areas are often reported (TLISC, 2015). The potential to 
revolutionise freight movements through technology and data integration and knowledge sharing is as 
great as ever with the increasing ability to collect data, monitor freight movement and transport modes. 
 
This section examines significant technological development and how they might impact on freight and 
logistics in the future. 
 
2.2.1 Sensors, increased digitization, big data analytics and data integration  
Freight and logistics management are increasingly using GPS tracking, mobile devices and applications 
to schedule, control and monitor freight, reduce risk and increase sustainability. There are many large 
multimodal freight brokers who manage freight logistics but on-demand services have the potential to 
disrupt this industry. National and regional freight costs millions of dollars each year and the 
international shipping market is worth trillions of dollars, but often transport loads are under optimised 
and trucks return empty from ports (Abrosimova, 2016). Improvements in logistics management and 
load optimisation could cut the total VMT of trucks and reduce freight costs. 
 
2.2.2 3D-Printing 
A 3D printer is a machine that builds up layers of material using computer-aided 3D design or laser scan 
to produce a 3D product. Materials are layered and bonded to result in a representation of the object. 
Some argue that it will have a significant impact on transport and logistics. In particular, 3D printing 
highlights how technology changes quickly and therefore long-term planning timescales should be 
reduced. There may not be the need for major port developments and intermodal projects as 
international supply chain trade may be reduced. Small manufacturing hubs may develop near 
businesses that require the product.  
 
Reduced labour cost is one of the key attractions of 3D printing.  For a subset of products, this could lead 
to a wave of ‘near-shoring’ whereby manufacturing capacity returns from Asian locations (with cheap 
labour inputs) to western world industrial zones (where high labour costs are a small proportion of cost, 
and offering proximity to markets).  The saving on sea freight cost through this transformation could 
have an impact on global shipping volume growth trends. 
 
McKinseys & TT (2018) estimate that about 10-15% of global container shipping is made up of goods 
produced in a particular zone due to labour cost advantages.  The remainder include products which are 
manufactured in areas with cost advantages that include proximity to feedstocks and raw materials, 
cheap land etc.  
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The impact of this trend on urban transport is likely to mean smaller vans and trucks, and less port traffic 
(Anknar, 2016). However, another study on 3D printing and transport argues that raw materials will still 
need transporting and concludes that experts are unsure as yet about the impact it will have on 
transport (Boon & Van Wee, 2017). 
 
2.2.3 Increased automation and robotics and automated warehousing including drones 
Inventory management is undergoing next-generation change with drone technology, internet of things 
technologies, and augmented reality that can significantly improve inventory visibility (Gesing, 2017). 
Robotics are being developed to handle more irregular sized and shaped packages that will reduce 
loading and unloading times. Collection of data from multiple sources and the development of predictive 
networks could be used to optimise inventory management and deliveries on a local and global scale, 
resulting in lower costs, reduced traffic congestion and emissions (Elliott et al., 2017). 
 
2.2.4 Driverless vehicles 
There are perceived to be many benefits of automated vehicles in the freight sector but they cluster 
around three groups of benefits (DHL, 2014). Better efficiency and productivity since driverless vehicles 
can operate around the clock, vehicles avoid busy routes, and operate at non-peak times. Improved 
safety should be a benefit of driverless vehicles since most accidents are a result of human error. Lower 
environmental impact should result since there should be fewer vehicles, and improved fuel 
consumption.   
 
2.2.5 Block chain technology 
Blockchain technology supports automation and efficiency through its trustless peer-to-peer network, 
and is likely to cut delays, errors, and interaction costs between supply chain partners. Supply chains can 
be more transparent, with easier authentication of shipments. (PWC, 2016). 
 
In addition to disrupting major industries, blockchain is also disrupting typical business operations, such 
as supply chain management. As products and their materials move from suppliers to manufacturers 
and retailers, the transactions can be documented in a blockchain, resulting in greater transparency to 
end consumers and more efficiency throughout the supply chain.  

Provenance is a start-up that uses the Ethereum blockchain to trace product origins and share supplier 
information with consumers. For example, in a case study published by the company, using NFC-enabled 
stickers on cans of tuna, consumers can use smartphones to see the “product’s journey from sea to 
supermarket” (Provenance, 2016). The intent is to support more transparency and sustainability in 
supply chains. 

Maersk, the largest container shipping company in the world, partnered with IBM to use blockchain 
technology to “transform the global, cross-border supply chain”1. The solution is based on the 
Hyperledger Fabric and will help “manage and track the paper trail of tens of millions of shipping 
containers across the world by digitizing the supply chain process from end-to-end to enhance 
transparency and the highly secure sharing of information among trading partners”. 

To prove the potential value of the solution, IBM and Maersk worked with a number of trading partners 
across several supply chains, such as the shipment of flowers from Kenya, Mandarin oranges from 
California, and pineapples from Colombia. Participants have detailed visibility of the container’s progress 
through the supply chain, as well as the ability to view customs documents, bills, and other data about 
the shipment. 
 

                                                         
 
1March 2017 press release by IBM (IBM & Maersk, 2017)  

https://paperpile.com/c/b8chj1/8rbS
https://paperpile.com/c/b8chj1/X6wY
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2.2.6 Growth of collaborative commerce 
The “uberization” of the freight and shipping sector - matching loads, drivers and routes, would create 
greater efficiency in the supply chain and reduce the environmental impact of freight. The potential of 
these on-demand apps and the industry disruption they may cause is receiving increasing attention and 
speculation2. There is a considerable amount of venture capital investment being made in the area and 
both Uber and Amazon are amongst the developers trying to capture some of this market3. Unilever 
North America recently partnered with Convoy, a start-up in the on-demand trucking area, for its 
transportation needs4. On-demand services will be provided via mobile devices and applications that 
match trucking companies and shippers and allow drivers to find jobs more easily without the legwork 
and cost of using a freight broker.  
 
Road transport is typically dominated by large operators and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 
struggle to survive. The Uber concept that has succeeded so well for personal transportation is being 
mirrored in the freight sector. A number of firms are developing smart apps that provide a 
comprehensive all-in-one solution for freight shippers and carriers. They provide “fast, automated load 
matching based on location and equipment; turn-by-turn route planning and shipment tracking; 
algorithm-based instant pricing; and seamless proof-of-delivery, billing and payment”. These apps are 
examples of innovations developed for consumers that can be used as solutions for business too. The 
approach could help small firms compete with larger firms with spare capacity becoming more visible 
and unlocked. In time, it may mean that just one or two apps in this area exist and will have high visibility. 
Firms with fleets of trucks may decide to reduce the number of trucks they own and use such apps when 
capacity is stretched. Freight-sharing and optimal load balancing has the potential to reduce the number 
of trucks on roads with commensurate reductions in traffic congestion and pollution. 
 
Freight apps integrate time-consuming legacy processes, such as the process of calling freight brokers. 
Developers of smartphone apps believe they can undercut fees charged by traditional freight brokers, 
and in addition offer more comprehensive solutions. Growth in shipping versions of e-marketplaces, and 
platform access using mobile apps, will enable coordination of entire shipment routes and provide 
choice amongst carriers, hubs, depots, and warehouses allowing the most efficient use of capacity. The 
owner of a single truck will be able to compete with companies owning hundreds of vehicles5. The 
benefits on the carrier side would involve lower operating costs, higher revenues and better fuel 
efficiency and asset utilization.  
 
The benefits on the shipper side include larger app-based marketplaces that should provide small 
shippers more access to on-demand capacity, at price points that they can more easily manage. Large 
shippers should be better able to manage freight surges. In the supply chain, freight apps should increase 
visibility and transparency for stakeholders. New load-matching apps will unlock the excess capacity now 
hidden due to logistics inefficiencies and origin/destination imbalances. Companies with large private 
fleets might be able to reduce the number of vehicles they own, since they could use the service when 
they needed. Also, private fleets could sell their excess capacity into the market when their truck 
utilization is down. 
 
  

                                                         
 
2Meketon & Rennicke, 2016  
3Abrosimova, 2016  
4 Soper 2016 
5 Elliott et al 2017 
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How freight apps work 
In the freight sector brokers act as intermediaries between multiple shippers and carriers, often by 
telephone, to obtain information on price and availability. Broker fees can be up to 45% of the cost of 
shipping (Banham, 2016). Freight apps have the potential to reduce these costs by making shipping more 
efficient or by bypassing the broker.  
 
Freight apps, such as Convey and Cargomatic, connect a shipper and carrier to organise transport at a 
competitive price by using information about distance, weight, size and other freight variables. 
Information is available on the carriers’ financial security, reputation, equipment, and rates. All types of 
shippers can register on the platform, including those shipping small parcels to those requiring large 
load containers. The algorithm-based carrier can accept or decline the request on the app. If the job is 
accepted, the app is used to assign the “gig” to a driver. For shippers, there is no delay, negotiating over 
price or dealing with paperwork. The driver only needs to be registered with the app provider and have 
access to the platform to be included in the algorithmic selection. The company Skuchain tracks freight 
through each stage of delivery using blockchain technology. The additional security this provides might 
enable smaller freight operators to enter the supply chain at certain points and reduce the need for large 
long-haul shipments. This is advantageous for deliveries in built up areas and provides opportunities for 
small freight carriers. 
 
Collecting data on types of freight, truck movement, loading and unloading would allow better route 
planning and reduce turn-around times at ports or distribution centres. Lam, Lee and Patel (2016) tested 
a tracking technology for short-haul drayage in Southern California but found driver input to be 
unreliable although minimal information was required. Although other on-board technology was 
installed such as GPS and pick-up, drop off scheduling the use of load sensing technology would have 
removed the necessity for the drivers to input loading and unloading information. Sharing this type of 
data with other carriers, distribution centres, ports etc. could enable better freight management, route 
planning and faster turn-around times. 
 
Technology allows us to shop online and get products and services delivered to our door. The growth of 
online shopping has increased the amount of micro-shipping but the impact of this on vehicles on the 
road is unclear. Social freight networks such as  UberCARGO in Hong Kong, Dolly in the U.S., and Nimber 
in Norway are examples of popular commercial transport platforms that enable owners of cars, vans or 
trucks to move freight. Drivers and vehicles are matched with routes and deliveries in the local area. 
Walmart, in the US, is considering recruiting in store customers to deliver online orders. These types of 
services could be thought of as a way to provide freight as a service at the local level, to complement 
services provided by forwarders and brokers. The increasing use of vehicles for micro-delivers could 
increase VMT and add to road congestion.  
 
The impact of the sharing economy on the freight and logistics sector is wider than freight sharing. 
Currently, allocation of warehouse space in multi-customer warehouses is based around contracts for 
fixed allocations over a period of time. If warehouse space is allocated on a digital platform then it can 
be adjusted dynamically and customers only pay for the space used6. Companies such as Flexe, who call 
themselves an Airbnb of warehousing, offer on demand warehousing services and match location space 
with expedited warehousing.  
 
2.2.7 Increased collaboration between freight and logistics firms and government 

(including data sharing) 
Collaboration between shippers that facilitate shared information and analysis is a key strategy in the 
effort to maximize efficiency in transporting freight and combating traffic congestion. Three key 
activities were identified to making shipping and freight more efficient at the port of Hamburg: 

                                                         
 
6Gesing, 2017  
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• connecting stakeholders through shared data,  
• using crowd-sourced data, and  
• connecting to infrastructure and the Internet of Things7.  

 
The stakeholders communicate through a cloud-based platform, using apps on mobile devices and web-
based services for offices. All data on ships and transport movements in and out of port, and the loads 
and shared between all the parties through the platform. Sensors on smartphones and tablets are used 
to track where loads are which can be integrated with other information to identify where parking space 
can be found for example. The connectivity has enabled tighter integration between traffic management 
and freight movement. 
 
2.2.8 Changing customer expectations 
 
Allied with the rise of e-commerce, company supply chains are now having to deliver products and 
services with a higher degree of transparency and speed to their customers.  For instance, the best 
suppliers are able to meet customers’ needs with delivery to the home within hours of an order being 
placed.  The availability of strong data on customer demand means that popular items can be 
transported in advance of orders and held at local warehouses so that orders can be turned rapidly into 
deliveries. 
 
Blockchain technology will further enhance the seamlessness of this transition.  Technology allows 
customers to track the process of their order fulfilment in real time. 
 
A proportion of traditional ‘shopping’ activity is being replaced with online ordering and home delivery.  
This has led to some changes in the use of storage facilities and stores by retailers.  Some supermarket 
online ordering is fulfilled directly from distribution centres (DCs), some from ‘dark stores’ (stores with 
pick-and-pack workers but no retail customers) and some from normal stores. Each retailer will evolve 
its own mix of facilities as this trend continues. 
 
Customers are becoming used to ‘instant gratification’ through home delivery, but still expect 
competitive pricing.  Successful suppliers will drive down their supply chain costs even further in 
response, no doubt placing pressure on the wages of warehouse workers8.  Increasing automation in 
these warehouses will also reduce labour costs. 
 
The shipping industry and other players in global supply chains are being urged to focus on the end user 
of the goods being shipped, as ‘the customer’.  Traditionally a shipping line might view a freight 
forwarder or the producer of the cargo as its customer.  With increasing transparency along the chain, 
shipping lines must focus on the end-user as the ultimate customer, and be prepared to adjust their 
service offerings accordingly.  Initially this means they will have to ensure that customer-driven 
information needs can be accommodated in their systems managing cargo delivery.  
 

3 CHANGES IN TRANSPORT USAGE AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

3.1 Changing nature of container trade  
A recent report by the TT Club (a global group of maritime insurers) in partnership with McKinseys has 
produced a report forecasting the future trends in containerisation to 20439.  This report identifies a 

                                                         
 
7ITS, 2016  
8 As reported, for instance, regarding the large new Amazon warehouse in Melbourne, which uses labour hire 
arrangements (The Age, 7 September, 2018)  
9 Brave New World? Container transport at 2043, September 2018 
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number of trends that will alter the economic landscape for sea trade and for landside logistics.  The 
first of these is for a slow down in trade volume growth rates.  
 
Volumes of containerised sea freight grew rapidly from the 1960s until the 2008 GFC.  Annual growth 
rates have fallen from 8.4% in 2000-05, to only 3.6% in 2010-15.  Growth in the share of containerised 
shipping trade (versus total sea freight) can be attributed to three distinct forces: 
 
a)  transfer of commodities from a bulk shipping mode to containerised mode   
 
b) higher growth rates for trade in containerised goods vs other goods eg bulk minerals 
 
c)  the need for more containers due to decreases in ‘stuffing’ rates (ie the average volume in a container 
falls) 
 

The table shows how the mix of these three growth factors has changed over the period since 2000.  
Together, they now account for only 0.8% per annum in growth, down from 4.6%.  The remainder of 
annual volume growth is due to underlying economic growth (basically, GDP).  In this sense, the global 
sea freight container trade market has now matured, and will grow organically rather than in response 
to mode transfer or structural inefficiencies in import/export balance. 
 

 
 
The report also notes that the volume and mass of many household goods transferred by container is 
actually shrinking.  Using the example of televisions – a container could once deliver to Fremantle a load 
of 100 cathode-ray tube TV sets from Japan.  The same container can now deliver 600 flat screens.  This 
technological trend towards miniaturisation has had a countervailing impact on import volume growth. 
 
The challenge for any port in forecasting trade volume is to understand the mix of products being 
imported and exported and build forecasts based on the application of some of these growth trends to 
the specific circumstances of the port and its local economy.  
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3.2 Broad conclusions container shipping 
The report makes the following broad conclusions about the future of container shipping: 

1. The physical characteristics of the industry are unlikely to change, as the container and the ships 
that carry them will still exist over the next 25 years   

 
2. Trade flows will become more balanced across trade lanes as incomes converge between East 

Asia and developed economies, and the emerging economies in South Asia and Africa “catch 
up” 

 
3. Automation will be broadly adopted across the value chain, especially on the landside in ports, 

terminals, rail and trucking, to unlock significant efficiencies   
 

4. Digital, data, and analytics will cause a fundamental shift in the sources of value creation and 
customers will expect a high level of reliability, transparency and user-friendliness   

 
5. The industry leaders in 2043 will look very different; some will consolidate, others may change 

their business model. Some will be “digital natives”, either start-ups or e-commerce players 
optimising the container transport leg of their supply chain 

 
These issues will be discussed in more detail in the final version of this report. 
 

3.3 Use of inland ports 
Inland ports are intermodal container handling facilities where import/export operations take place, 
aided by an efficient purpose-built transport link to a maritime container berth.  There is no particular 
template for the design or governance of inland ports, but they generally have some of these 
characteristics: 
 

- they allow the removal of some import/export activities from constrained maritime land 
- they are located on major transport links and/or close to centres of demand 
- they may be owned and operated by vertically integrated supply chain entities, or by port 

authorities 
- they offer bonded storage services and accommodate the presence of customs officials 
- they are a means of reducing transport congestion within and around the maritime port 

 
Each inland port is different.  In Europe and the USA, they tend to be facilities operated for their own 
purposes by individual companies, especially transport/logistics operators (eg Centerpoint, Chicago).  In 
some cases, port authorities have set up their own inland port facilities (eg Zaragoza, Spain established 
by the Port of Barcelona) to gain or protect market share from competing ports. 
 
Inland ports need not be located close to a sea-port.  The Centerpoint facility outside Chicago is not 
directly related with activity at the nearby port of Chicago, which does not deal with significant volumes 
of container freight.  The facility is centred on a major intermodal terminal and United Pacific railyard 
and is involved in the distribution of containerised freight originally imported into the US via eastern and 
western coastal ports.  
 
Centerpoint is reportedly the largest ‘master-planned’ inland port (or ‘dry’ port) in the US10.  It houses 
large distribution centres (DCs) for major retailers such as Walmart. While closely connected by rail to 
the coastal ports, it is located within a large Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) centred on Chicago.  Licensed 

                                                         
 
10Centrepoint Intermodal website   
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logistics and trade businesses within this FTZ are given the freedom to store imported goods duty-free 
until the goods are distributed into the domestic economy11. 
 
Centerpoint is one of eight genuine inland ports in the US (as of 2008), most of which are in inland 
locations quite distant from coastal ports12.  They typically locate on the edges of large cities and serve 
as distribution nodes for rail-hauled imported goods into those urban areas.   
In the US, containerised imports are transferred from ports by several railroad companies which typically 
have their own track networks and railyards.   
 
Around Los Angeles, the largest US container port, there are several major intermodal yards operated 
by various railroads, each of which can be described as an inland port.  The scale of the port is such that 
there are eight separate container terminals, most of which have their own on-dock rail sidings.  There 
is a great deal of shunting of rail wagons between the on-dock sidings and the major inland intermodal 
yards, where long trains are made up for significant journeys inland.  There are also large numbers of 
truck movements between the port and the inland intermodal yards. 
 
A key function of an inland port is that it can serve as a destination for an import container in the 
documentation and tracking systems under which cargo is managed.  For instance, a container could be 
sent from a warehouse in Singapore to an inland port at Mundijong (rather than simply to Fremantle).  
The enhanced information systems required to define container movements in this way are already 
widely used in international trade.   
 
The ability to rely on enhanced management systems allows for the planning of very simple container 
berth and IMT infrastructure, which is especially useful in constrained land situations.  At the port, the 
ability to transfer import containers directly from the wharf to a waiting rail wagon or truck for transfer 
directly to an inland port is guaranteed by this type of system.   This reduces the amount of space needed 
on the wharf for interim storage, and also reduces the number of moves that a container must make in 
its journey. 
 
For an inland port to function as the stated destination of the import container, it may need to meet 
certain obligations under customs and security regulations.  This will be the focus of some future 
research. 
  

3.4 Larger ships 
The size of container ships has been increasing ever since they were first introduced.  The largest ships 
in the world are now capable of carrying over 20,000 TEU.  The first few ships of this size are being 
introduced onto major Northern Hemisphere routes, between the largest ports in Asia, Europe and the 
US.  
 
  

                                                         
 
11 US Customs and Border Control website 
12 Urban Land Institute, Development Case Studies Vol 38, number 15, 2008 
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Figure 3 – Global average ship size and number of liner services 

 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (presentation Melbourne 2018) 

A 13,000 TEU capacity ship operated by Maersk/MSC discharged and reloaded a record 24,846 TEU at 
the Port of Los Angeles in November 2017, over a period of 128 hours13.  The time taken to complete 
this exchange and the resulting pressure on landside logistics and berth storage over a 6 day period 
illustrate the challenges of large ships. 
 
The largest ships operating on Australian trade routes as yet can carry less than 10,000 TEU. 
The size of ships visiting Australian ports is determined by the trade-off between demand, transit cost 
and terminal costs, and further limited by the physical constraints of Australian ports.  These constraints 
include berth and channel depth (typically 14 metres maximum), berth length and riverine port piloting 
limitations. 
 
The widening of the Panama Canal, completed in 2015, has allowed for an increase in ship beam 
dimensions, which has led to the development of larger ships.  Pressure from shipping lines on Australian 
ports to accommodate these ships has since arisen.  Commercial pressure of this nature typically 
eventually results in the expense of modifying port channels and terminals to capture the efficiencies of 
the larger vessels on behalf of Australian customers.   
Riverine port terminals such as Inner Harbour Fremantle, and Swanson Dock in Melbourne face ship size 
limits that Outer Harbour berths do not.  Thus Webb Dock in Melbourne is the only terminal that will be 
able to accommodate the next generation of large ships, placing a limit on the overall capacity of the 
Port of Melbourne. (Shipping Australia Media Release, 20 Sept 2017). 

                                                         
 
13 APM terminals, press release 13 November 2017 
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The size of ships serving Australia in future is a function of competing factors.  Australian trade routes 
are of very minor importance in the global trade, and are not usually the focus of new shipping line 
investment.  Typically, as new large ships are introduced to northern hemisphere trade routes, older 
smaller ships cascade down to the Australian trade.  Trade volumes through Australian ports are not 
currently large enough to warrant a move to extreme ship sizes, given that the landside disadvantages 
of increasingly ‘lumpy’ demand will not easily be countered by savings in sea freight costs.    
 
Australian ports are often tied together by shipping schedules wherein ships call at several ports as part 
of long distance cycles into Asia, the Middle East and the US.  The size of ships on those schedules thus 
depends on the physical constraints and demand characteristics of several different ports.  To 
accommodate larger ships, Australian ports would need to act in concert to deepen their berths and 
channels.  If not done on a national basis, the investments in any one port would not generate savings 
to warrant the expense.  This is particularly true of Fremantle, which ranks behind Sydney, Melbourne 
and Brisbane in terms of trade volumes, and thus cannot realistically lead any unilateral push towards 
larger ships.  
 
New Australian container berth developments (eg in WA and Victoria), however, should be planned with 
the designs of the largest realistic ships in mind, as gradual trade growth and the ageing of the global 
shipping fleet will inevitably lead to larger ships cascading onto Australian trade routes. 
 
Figure 4 – Liner services on international Australian shipping routes 2016  

 

 
 
UNCTAD presentation, quoting MDS Intermodal research May 2018 
 
Larger ships have lower sailing costs (per TEU), but higher terminal costs (including time at berth, 
congestion on the wharf and uneven demand for land transport.  
 
An analysis of Australian container terminal efficiency measures by BITRE over a 20 year period showed 
a correlation between declining wharf productivity and larger vessels.  The resulting paper was unable 
to conclude that there was a causal connection, due to the complexity of the productivity measurement 
and the impact of a wide range of local and global factors.  (Impact of increasing container ship size on 
container handling productivity at Australian ports, BITRE 2015)  
 

3.5 Consolidation of shipping lines 
One of the concerns of the international trade is that ownership of shipping lines is consolidating, 
especially as ships get larger.  Previous systems under which shipping lines worked together in 
‘Conferences’ to provide extensive international coverage for customers, have now been replaced by 
amalgamations into five huge lines (Maersk, MSC, Cosco, CMA CGM, Hapag Lloyd) which jointly hold 
62% of container shipping capacity. (Bloomberg Aug 2017 – “the world’s shipping companies are going 
super-sized”)  
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This concentration activity is tending to reduce competition on many global routes, and thus put 
upwards pressure on freight prices.  (Prices have been low in recent years since the GFC, due to massive 
over-supply of shipping capacity.) 
 

3.6 Changes along the value chain 
There is evidence that the rise of the power of customer data is leading to major changes in the 
management and control structures of supply chains, including international chains.  There has long 
been a trend for specialists in one component of a chain (eg trucking) to seek value-add opportunities 
by moving into other areas, such as freight forwarding or logistics (warehousing and inventory 
management). 
 
Now however, there is noticeable movement by shipping lines to enter into landside logistics functions 
where this might help them get closer to their eventual customers, and also defend them against losses 
in their core business of shipping operation during sustained periods of over-supply and low sea-freight 
rates. 
 
The major e-commerce firms are beginning to have a more significant role in controlling shipping line 
schedules and activities.  Algorithms predict the demand profiles for all sorts of products, meaning they 
can be shipped and positioned in warehouses well ahead of any specific orders being received from 
customers.  The e-commerce firms can thus become the major customers of the shipping lines and 
associated logistics chains, supplanting the roles of the manufacturers and importers in this space. 
 
These firms will take stronger positions relative to the shipping lines and other logistics players as their 
ownership and deployment of customer data becomes ever more sophisticated and comprehensive. 
 

3.7 Disincentives on road usage in urban environments 
As urban pressures on rapidly growing cities increase, there is more interest in taking freight off roads 
and placing it onto trains.  This parallels the improved focus on public transport in the wake of growing 
traffic congestion.  Every city has its own unique set of circumstances which determine how this can be 
achieved.  Australian cities are beginning to increase the urgency of finding non-road transport solutions, 
as so much economic growth is concentrated into the state capitals. 
 
Sydney has a reasonably well-developed freight rail network, which has been strengthened in recent 
years through the addition of freight capacity to the major northern and southwestern rail corridors.  
The planned duplication of the Botany-Enfield freight line will deliver both capacity and efficiency to rail 
freight operations. 
 
The Moorebank intermodal development will be a game-changing influence on rail’s modal share at Port 
Botany, and will provide for the first truly integrated Australian port-customer intermodal chain.  NSW 
Ports now has a target of 3 million TEU movements per annum on rail by 2030 – a truly massive number 
and a reflection of the urban congestion problems now emerging in Sydney. 
 
Melbourne lacks the infrastructure to move a share of urban port freight onto rail, despite growing road 
congestion affecting road freight rates.  It has recently made available some funds to private sector 
parties interesting in building intermodal connectivity between Port of Melbourne berths and outer-
urban IMTs. 
 
Other world cities are likely to follow the example of London and introduce some form of congestion 
charging to limit road use in crowded districts, and support other modes of transport.   
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3.8 Road user charging 
Road user charging is an idea that has yet to be widely adopted, but is likely to be incrementally 
introduced.  Technology now allows for road provision costs to be recovered from road users via more 
sophisticated means.  Traditionally, vehicle registration charges and fuel excises have been used to fund 
and maintain road networks.  User charging can now in theory be more closely tied to road provision 
costs through the medium of GPS tracking.  This can also include differential charging rates matched to 
various times of the day in order to manipulate road usage to reduce congestion. 
 
Initial use of this approach is likely to be on pilots such as particular highways or around busy transport 
nodes such as ports. 
 
The use of geo-fences around such nodes will also allow for charging regimes which could discourage 
inefficient road usage, for instance by trucks running empty in search of revenue, rather than waiting 
for a full load.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report follows on from the Report 4.1 examining Supply Chain Trends – Global Trends. 
 
A series of interviews were held with practitioners in the freight and logistics industry located in Perth 
and around Australia to ascertain their views on the emerging global trends and whether they would be 
significant in the local context.    
 
Interviewees were sought from a variety of sources including: 
 

• Freight and logistics company executives 
• Members of the WA Freight and Logistics Council, Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport 

Australia 
• Commonwealth and state government agencies 
• Academics and consultants involved with freight and logistics and supply chain management.  

 
The intended focus was on practitioners in the industry, rather than observers.  This can be a challenge, 
because commercial operators within an industry can be harder to obtain information from, because of 
their concerns over confidentiality and day to day demands.  However, it is important to capture views 
and ideas from this type of source where possible, particularly in an area of study which is changing 
rapidly, and affecting many businesses directly and urgently.   

 

2 INTERVIEWS  

2.1 Methodology 
Potential informants for inclusion in the study were identified as executives working in Australia having 
responsibility and knowledge of freight and logistics or involvement in the supply chain. The list of 
informants was drawn from corporate data and professional membership information. Over 720 
potential informants were identified. An information document outlining the project and an invitation 
to participate in the study were initially sent via email to the potential informants 

 
The group consisted of people presently employed in senior positions throughout different sectors of 
the freight and logistics industry. After a willingness to participate was received, interview times were 
organised and the interview questions were emailed to the informant.  

 

2.2 Information pack 
The initial information sent to respondents is reproduced here: 
 

GLOBAL TRENDS  

Import/export chains 

Larger ships 

Container ships are now reaching capacity of 20,000 TEU.  The largest serving Australia are up to 8,000 
TEU.  Larger ships bringer lower sea-transit costs (per TEU) but often generate higher landside costs.  
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the larger ships in the Australian setting?  What factors 
limit the use of the very largest ships on the Australian liner routes? 

Consolidation of shipping lines 
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The Conference system under which various shipping lines would work together to arrange global 
schedules, has been curtailed to some extent by competition regulators.  Now there are five large 
shipping line alliances dominating world shipping, arguably with similar anti-competitive properties.  
These five have a combined 70% market share.  Does this global trend threaten Australian economic 
interests in any way? 

Movement of shipping lines into landside logistics 

In some parts of the world, container shipping lines develop landside assets (transport services and 
terminals etc) to strengthen their hold on their customers.  This has not occurred in Australia to date.  Is 
this likely to be change?  If not shipping lines, which entities have the incentive to do this is Australia? 

Rise of e-commerce 

E-commerce is growing at 30% per year worldwide, with many more small import/export consignments 
(eg parcels).  This creates major issues for customs agencies and affects the design of supply chains.  How 
is that manifesting in Australia? 

Heightened security 

A greater focus on terrorism and crime risks is also a challenge for government agencies.  Is this affecting 
the passage of import/export goods through Australian ports?  

Automation of ports and logistics 

Automation of stevedoring activities in Australian ports is quite advanced.  What are the next generation 
of improvements going to be, and will they extend beyond stevedoring into the broader supply chains? 

Single-window portals 

Many ports, government agencies and system developers are trying to simplify the flow of information 
throughout import/export chains by developing ‘single window’ platforms through which all 
import/export documentation can be handled.   

Shipping giant Maersk has partnered with IBM to develop a block-chain based platform to streamline 
customs approvals across borders and to dramatically increase customer visibility across the entire 
supply chain. 

Will these efforts succeed, and what will be the impact of streamlined systems on the design of 
import/export supply chains (if any)?  How will these approaches affect the roles of key players such as 
freight forwarders? 

Usage of inland port models 

Inland ports are generally defined as intermodal terminals which function as an extension of a sea-port, 
via well-defined transport links.  They differ greatly in their exact function, design, ownership structure 
and location.  Generally they are developed in the cause of improving horizontal integration across an 
import/export supply chain, by a port authority, terminal operator or transport provider. 

The MetroPort facility in southern Auckland is owned and operated in this way by the Port of Tauranga, 
which also manages its own stevedoring activity and owns the railway wagons used to link the two 
facilities. 

Moorebank, in Sydney, when fully developed, will be a part of long integrated channel from the Patrick 
terminal and Botany, MCS empty container park, Qube rail freight services and road transport. 
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Inland ports of this type can be treated in customs documentation as the destination (eg Moorebank) for 
an import container, rather than the sea-port terminal (Port Botany).  This facilitates the easy, immediate 
transfer of a container from wharf to truck/train and then the inland port. 

Which types of inland port models will work in Australian container port cities, especially Perth? What 
traditional port functions can be readily transferred from the port to an inland port? What regulatory 
barriers need to be addressed? 

General freight and logistics 

Block chain and related technology 

Block chain technology may have some capacity to accelerate cargo transactions and improve payment 
security.  What is the future for this type of technology and how will it impact on the traditional roles of 
freight forwarders etc in import/export chains and other freight transactions?  Will technology drive 
physical changes in supply chain design? 

 ‘Uber-freight’ 

‘Uber’ has disrupted the regulated taxi industry.  The use of ‘on-demand’ apps is being researched for 
certain sections of the road freight industry. For instance, Unilever North America recently partnered 
with Convoy, a start-up in the on-demand trucking area, to address its transportation needs (Soper, 
2016).  

On-demand services would be provided via mobile devices and applications that match trucking 
companies and shippers and allow drivers to find jobs more easily without the legwork and cost of using 
a freight broker.  The application of this technology currently seems most suited to the small 
freight/parcels end of the market. 

Can this technology have a significant impact on the management of heavier road freight?  What types 
and volumes of freight are likely to be handled by truck or van operators on this basis?  What will its 
limitations be?  

Drones 

The use of drones for delivery of small consignments has captured the imagination of the public.  In 
reality, will there really be a significant role for drones in the freight sector?  If so, how will this change 
the logistics and transport sectors?  Will there be implications for the planning of industrial zones for 
cities like Perth?  

Driverless vehicles 

As this technology progresses, how will it begin to flow through the logistics sector?  Driverless vehicles 
are already operating in mines – how will they be regulated and managed on the public road system?  
What impacts will they have on traditional freight use patterns? 

Carbon pricing 

As global warming impacts intensify, there will be more pressure on governments to develop carbon 
pricing schemes.  Transport and logistics activities are huge carbon-consumers.  What types of impacts 
and effects of rising carbon prices should we be planning for? 

Domestic freight patterns in Australia  
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National distribution strategies of major retailers and processors are always evolving, with impacts on 
the long distance freight task.  East-west long haul road and rail freight volumes have plateaued in the 
last 5 years following a trend towards regional distribution, and away from national distribution based 
in Sydney and Melbourne.  Coastal shipping is also a strong competitor on this corridor and its market 
share has been growing. 

How will the overall volume of freight on this corridor change in future, and what factors will determine 
future mode share? 

Changing nature of manufacturing 

The rise of automation in manufacturing, and the potential for 3D printing to supplant traditional 
manufacturing forms, will have huge impacts on supply chain patterns, globally and in Australia.  What 
are the foreseeable outcomes as these trends accelerate? 

Australia’s trading position with Asia 

The rise of the Chinese middle class and similar trends throughout Asia have the capacity to change 
Australia’s economy and trade patterns (eg demand for coal, iron ore, clean/green agricultural produce).  
What does the future hold for the Australian economy as Asian demand grows? 

 
LOCAL ISSUES (and associated questions) 
 

• What is the future for containerised maritime trade (imports and exports) at 
Fremantle/Kwinana? 

• What drives container ship size in the Australian trade?  How large will ships serving Perth 
become? 

• What is the future for freight volumes on the east-west railway corridor? 
• How will e-commerce trends displace traditional retail volumes, and how will this affect 

logistics/distribution patterns in Perth?   
• Which types of importers will use 3PL firms, and which will manage their own 

logistics/distribution?  
• How should a new container berth be designed to interact with landside logistics infrastructure? 
• Which traditional port functions can be realistically moved to inland port locations?  Will we need 

logistics/warehousing infrastructure at a new intermodal-oriented port?  Should we encourage 
manufacturing capacity into the near-port area?  

• Will ‘uber-freight’ initiatives make a significant impact on traditional road freight haulage in 
Perth? 

• What is the future for specialist freight-forwarding activities – will they be required in future if 
single window initiatives succeed?  Which types of companies will control this market? 

• How would an increased need for customs inspections at ports impact on logistics for Perth? 

 
2.3 Interviews 
When interviews were scheduled, a broader set of questions was also tabled to provide a general 
context for the discussions.  Interviewees were invited to answer or discuss only the ones they felt were 
relevant or of interest to them, and to add any other thoughts they had on future trends not included in 
the questions. 
 
These questions were: 
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1 What do you think are the main trends likely to impact on freight and logistics over the next 5 to 10 
years? 

2 Do you see the mix in Australia between road, sea, air and rail freight changing in the future? 
3 How will changes in supply chains impact on freight and logistics? Growth of global supply chains 

for example? 
4 Do you think the freight and logistics sectors will undergo significant changes (such as 

restructuring)? If so, what form will this take? 
5 What types of commodities/products will the major drivers of the freight and logistics sector?  
6 What technological developments do you think will impact on freight and logistics in the future? 
7 The impact of sensors, big data analytics, 3D-Printing, increased digitization, increased automation, 

automated warehousing, others? 
8 Will drones and driverless vehicles impact on the sector? If so, what impact will this have? 
9 How will government policy and regulations impact on freight and logistics transport in the future? 

(Sustainability issues, fuel costs, emission taxes, etc.) 
10 Do you think Australia is in a good position to take advantage of future changes in the freight and 

logistics environment? Please explain. 
11 How will increased buying of products on-line impact on freight and logistics? 
12 Do you see the “last mile” issue continuing to be a problem? 
13 How will changing customer expectations and behaviour impact on future freight and logistics? 
14 Is there a disruptor in the freight and logistics sector and is so, what is it? 
15 Will freight and logistics providers collaborate more in the future? If so, what form and impact will 

this have? For example sharing options? 
16 Will greater cooperation between private and public (government) agencies impact on the sector? 

(Such as data sharing) 
17 What do you think will be the major risks (and security issues) related to freight transport? 

 
Interviews were carried out either in-person or through an online meeting tool, at a time and/or place 
suitable to the informant. The Interviews lasted between 45 minutes and 1 hour 15 minutes.  Consent 
to record the meeting was given in all instances. After the interview the recordings were transcribed and 
the results were analysed and aggregated according to the themes/questions identified from the 
literature.  
 
Interviews were carried out with 19 executives from the private and government sector in Australia. 
Other participants who had indicated their willingness to participate were invited to submit written 
responses to the questions. The written responses are also included in the analysis presented here. 
 

3 Responses  

3.1 Main trends 
The responses by industry members and observers tended to relate to general trends observed 
nationwide, rather than specifically to Perth and WA.  Australian businesses are participants in 
global and national supply chains, especially with our high degree of dependence on imports. 

The main trends identified as having the greatest impact in the freight and logistics sector presently 
and over the next 5-10 years are: 

• Consolidation of the shipping lines into large consortia 
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o Fewer shipping lines and less competition 
o Other shipping lines/routes to “catch up” with the change 

• Vertical integration on the landside aspect of the supply chain 
o Increased ability to negotiate with shipping consortia 
o Set own prices 
o Less competition  

• An increase in digitization to provide information transparency throughout the supply chain 
for shippers and customers 

o Ability to track freight through the supply chain 
o Customs checking and provenance tracking of goods 

• Greater competition from freight aggregators and logistics operators 
o Freight and logistics seen as a core competency or a cost reduction 

• Increasing use of automated and driverless vehicles 
o Huge potential on port automation in the near term 
o Time to evolve, put infrastructure in place and government regulation for use on 

public highways.  
o Automated shipping as well as vehicles 
o Lack of drivers in the industry strengthening push for autonomous trucks? 

• Increasing use of robotics 
o Especially in warehousing, loading/unloading 

• Consumer demand for timely delivery of goods 
o Same day, just in time, on-demand services increase 

• Community expectations, social responsibility aspects of energy use and last mile delivery 
 

The main issues involve tensions between the different modes of transport; political change – 
national and international and policy uncertainty; government investment; industry 
restructures and costs: 

• Government/private investment in infrastructure  
o Affects the location of transport businesses, the availability and viability of different 

modes of transport. 
• Road user pricing/charges 

o Attempt to balance perceived inconsistencies between the costs incurred/charged 
by alternative modes of transport relative to road use 

• Influence of an industry on government policy 
o The ability of an industry sector to lobby government, communicate issues and 

obtain support or funding 
• The effects of company consolidation and integration within the industry on competition 

and costs  
o More powerful consortia can increase prices and push costs onto the consumer and 

demand certain conditions be met 
• Possible relocation of overseas’ centres of production and its effect on the Australian freight 

and logistics task  
o Ability of many Asian ports to service only small sized vessels (Handimax, Panamax) 

and its effect on containerised shipping routes, to and from Australia. 
• Global political change and the potential to disrupt Australian business and supply chains. 

o Impact of Brexit, US trade policies for example. 
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3.2 Change in mix of road, rail, sea, and airfreight quantities 
It was generally thought that the freight decision is mainly dependent on cost. If cost remains 
constant across all alternatives there will be little change in the mix between the amount of freight 
currently carried by road, rail, sea and air. The introduction of road usage charges, increased 
security and inspection costs at air terminals, penalties for port use, fuel costs and road usage 
charges could influence how freight is carried due to extra cost impositions. It was suggested that 
rail is becoming a strong competitor against coastal shipping, although a potential increase in 
coastal shipping was also anticipated. A point made worthy of mention is that “road is the only 
method we use to deliver goods: road, sea and air are used to transport goods”. 

Congestion on the roads and population growth are seen as factors increasing the desirability of 
building more extensive rail networks. There is substantial investment in the rail infrastructure on 
the East coast of Australia and interconnectivity between road and rail, for example Moorebank, in 
NSW, and Port of Melbourne, Victoria. Increasing the viability of the rail network involves significant 
investment but can provide access to future hubs (e.g. Jandakot, WA), give greater coverage, and 
allow expansion into outer regions. The development of ports and rail networks currently being 
undertaken to reduce urban congestion could see an increase in the use of these modes of transport 
for long haul transport. Rail networks could alleviate pressure around ports by moving freight inland 
to DC hubs.  

Debate around the use of high productivity vehicles (HPVs) and rail for freight highlights the role of 
government regulation to constrain competition in the freight sector. The government is 
responsible for policy that determines the use of HPVs on the roads. Advocates for HPVs argue that 
their use will reduce the number of trucks on the road and increase co-operation between road and 
rail. Others are fearful that the rail task will be taken over by road because road freight costs are 
lower. This ties into the debate over road usage charges where rail, for example, has to provide a 
return on investment for infrastructure but road users do not have the same obligation. 

Airfreight is typically high value and time sensitive (or both) and transportation by other means is 
less feasible. The business of the airport is likely to expand to become more service orientated. It 
will involve consultation and collaborating with user organisations in order to streamline processes 
and improve efficiency in scheduling and transfers and standardisation of documentation. It was 
noted that there has been an increase in small packets and lightweight goods shipped via air over 
the last few years, which could be associated with the growth of online shopping. This type of 
activity is likely to continue as customers want their goods as quickly as possible and airfreight 
provides a cost effective means for timely delivery on a global scale. The development of niche or 
new markets could increase the demand for airfreight. Capacity to handle increasing demand has 
to be considered in terms of road/rail access to the airport and land use around the facility. 

Containerised shipping is the main method of import and export of goods around Australia. An 
increase in demand for bulk materials and automation of production processes could reduce the 
demand for containerised transport. The development of ports to accommodate larger vessels can 
reduce the cost of containerised shipping relative to airfreight. However the dangers of collisions 
and associated disruption to supply have to be considered in strategically planning the development 
of other modes of transport. The development of inland intermodal terminals could see an increase 
in road/rail freight across Australia rather than coastal shipping. 

It was suggested that in the longer term all types of freight activity might decrease in Australia due 
to an increase of local manufacturing activity supported by technological developments. However, 
raw materials would still have to be transported and finished goods delivered.  
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3.3 Changes in supply chains 
The growth of global supply chains is expected to put pressure on the Australian industry and spur 
the need for greater efficiency. Increased digitisation and electronic tracking will change the way 
freight is handled. It was suggested that slow response to these changes would result in a negative 
impact on the Australian economy. Improvements in efficiency and the ability to handle 
documentation through digital processes would increase speed of handling, streamline processes, 
and provide transparency throughout the supply chain. 

Fragmentation in local supply chains has lead to some consolidation in the industry. The formation 
of large buying groups by retailers and wholesalers could control more of the logistics supply chain 
and enable retailers to demand better service, reduced rates, preferential space allocation etc. from 
the shipping lines. This could have positive and negative impacts on small, medium sized retailers 
and freight users. The cost of freight might decrease but service could also decrease with goods 
being despatched less frequently. Small and medium sized retailers not involved in the buying group 
could receive even less service. 

Consumer demand is expected to be a factor driving freight movement of smaller consumer items 
in the supply chain. Growth in demand for small parcels and packets will be supported by the 
continued expansion of automated sorting and distribution systems. Increased traffic around capital 
cities and at strategic locations can be expected. 

The co-location of distribution and road facilities at airports are vital in supporting the efficient 
delivery of airfreight. Facilitation of transfers of freight between landside and airside will improve if 
supply chains become more integrated. This will involve greater collaboration between airport, 
business and government. The airport has to become an active participant in supply chains and 
provide a co-ordinating service. For example, the collaboration between Auckland airport and a 
dairy processing plant located at the airport to directly export dairy products. Global demand for 
perishable goods provides opportunities to develop substantial export markets for Australian 
businesses.  

Resources such as metals and minerals, agriculture and horticulture form significant export supply 
chains. It was suggested that better marketing of exports should be done. Increasing awareness of 
the quality of Australian goods e.g. metallurgical coal, iron ore, fresh produce would produce 
positive results for exporters and the economy as a whole. 

The impact of trade embargos, protectionism, cross border flow of goods and security threats is 
uncertain but they have the potential to disrupt supply chains through out the world. 

3.4 Changes in freight and logistics 
Consolidation of shipping lines, vertical integration of large logistics companies and a reduction in 
road transport owner/operators is expected to continue and impact on the structure of freight and 
logistics in Australia. Expansion of rail networks and growth in rail freight will entice new players 
into the market. Mergers and acquisitions will occur in the normal course of business but 
consolidation of companies, strategic development of sites and effective utilisation of assets will 
see large logistics companies dominate the local industry. Smaller companies will need to 
differentiate and build strong ties with overseas suppliers to survive. 

It is thought that change from technology developments will happen more quickly than change in 
freight handling. Developments in technology and information processing could see a decrease in 
the number of third party logistic providers (3PL) as customers, shippers and suppliers can be more 
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closely connected. The cost of freight management systems is falling but there could be 
opportunities for niche services to develop. 

Automation will continue to be used for repetitive, heavy work and increasingly reduce the number 
and size of the human workforce. Automated vehicles will carry more freight and reduce the 
reliance on humans to load, unload and drive vehicles. Union resistance could slow these changes. 
However, it was generally thought that automation at ports is essential and the introduction of 
automated trucking from port to land and to a container park, or onto other transport should 
happen immediately. 

Privatisation of some public transport assets could see opportunities for the private sector; alleviate 
government budgetary pressures; and instigate a switch from tax revenue to a user charges funding 
model. 

3.5 Technological developments 
There is overall consensus that technology will impact on logistics and supply chains at a global level 
through digitization of processes, automation of tasks and the development and adoption of 
autonomous/semi autonomous vehicles. Logistics and detail planning will be handled electronically 
and physical movement will be handled autonomously. Issues around Internet connectivity, backup 
and redundancy in areas of production, usually remote areas in Australia, have to be resolved. 

Block chain technology, or trade community systems will provide the ability to share data and track 
freight from supplier to customer on a global scale. All informants recognised the importance of this 
type of technology for the industry. Australia had the first functioning effective, efficient, working, 
booking system for international container shipping and could be a leader in the development of 
these types of systems, although there was concern that Australia will become a follower. 

Block chain or trade community systems will reduce double handling of information, provide 
information earlier and allow better planning throughout the supply chain. This is a significant task 
for the industry and a reluctance to share data, and the potential for business disruption will hinder 
progress in this area. Large consortiums or significant players will be able to push system use onto 
others throughout the supply chain. A concern was raised that IT specialists may not understand 
the freight forwarding business and adoption could undermine the industry. 

A simpler form of digitization could focus on freight interchange documentation that is stored on 
the ‘cloud’. This could link to automated warehousing and loading systems. 

Collection of information from the Internet of things and the generation of big data will continue to 
expand and create opportunities for resolving issues around supply chains, freight and logistics. For 
example, freight optimisation and fleet utilisation could result from big data analysis; better pricing 
models and new services could also evolve.  

3D printing has the potential to facilitate the development of small businesses producing goods for 
the local market but raw materials will still have to be transported. 

Robotics and automated warehousing will displace manual workers and a larger workforce with 
technical knowledge and skills will be required.  

Autonomous and semi autonomous vehicles are used in terminals around Australia. Ports have 
many automated processes e.g. loading/unloading containers, stacking and moving containers and 
loading trucks etc. and are carried out by automated cranes and autonomous vehicles travelling on 
GPS or satellite guided tracks in many cases. The use of these types of vehicles will continue to 
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expand especially where access can be easily controlled and safety concerns can be mitigated. 
Transporting baggage and passengers around airport terminals in autonomous vehicles is highly 
probable. Autonomous trains and ships were suggested as being a viable future development – 
trains and ships both run on set lines or channels and could be controlled by exception from 
anywhere in the world. It was noted that having autonomous vehicles would prevent delays in 
freight arrivals and allow better scheduling of arrivals and departures. 
 
Other technologies impacting on supply chain, freight and logistics 

• Improvements in the accuracy of GPS tracking 
• Development of 5G networks 
• Social media for customer communication and the business impact of 

satisfaction/dissatisfaction opinions 
• Drones used in warehousing or for distribution of small parcels and packets in CBD to 

rooftops of buildings 
 

3.6 Collaboration between freight and logistics companies 
Collaboration is a way to get added value from assets and realise value from organisational 
synergies. Using infrastructure well and collaboration is essential in Australia where distances are 
great and population is low. Continued urban sprawl and competition in the industry contribute to 
the need to collaborate in order to survive. Large-scale collaborations, joint ventures or consortia 
arrangements however complicate decision-making and can make change more difficult. 
Collaborative agreements are constrained by competition policy and foreign investment concerns 
will also have an impact. 

Customer centric business models can evolve from sharing information, either by a simple 
electronic document exchange or a block chain system. This will become more prevalent as 
providers strive to remain competitive and meet customer expectations. It was suggested that 
future freight and logistic providers would not have a role in supply, delivery or transport of freight 
but simply be technology providers.  

Online platforms can be used to offer services and access customer databases. For example, the 
movement and reuse of empty containers can be organised through Matchbox, an online platform 
for transport companies. 

3D print farms located at critical geographic distribution centres with on-demand warehouses to 
print spare parts as needed. 

Shared freight deliveries will become more evident. Companies trying to “uberise” freight, such as 
the freight broker Instatruck, offer alternatives to traditional freight brokers. These types of 
companies could be a disruptor to the industry, although commercial agreements and customer 
carrier preferences will persist.  

3.7 Government policy 
Government policy was a concern of all informants particularly in relation to constraints policy 
imposes on innovation. One informant suggested that a time lag of 20 years could be expected 
when trying to resolve major issues such as sustainability, emissions, fuel costs, and user charges. 
The need for government adaptability and flexibility was highlighted. There was a general feeling 
that government policy has a massive affect on freight and logistics, modal utilisation and costs and 
the impact is not always considered or understood by the government. For example, the policy to 
impose Australian labour rules on coastal shipping favours shipping lines over other modes of 
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transport. The impact of rail freight subsidies and contract service fees are cited as having a negative 
impact on the rail freight systems in Western Queensland.  

The road/rail contestability and limitations on trucks coming out of Fremantle are seen as issues in 
WA where government policy is impeding equity between these modes. Issues surrounding after 
hours operations and freight movements also have to be considered in light of community 
opposition.  

Government protection of land and freight corridors is needed to ensure the future growth of ports, 
terminals and transport hubs. This is a long-term commitment that has to look 30-50 years into the 
future to designate land use. Likewise, because of difficulties getting land designated, the 
redevelopment of areas previously set aside for transport hubs or freight corridors has to be 
strategically considered from a long-term perspective. Major transport highways have to be 
protected from residential landfill and the importance of freight vehicles and networks need to be 
promoted to the general public. 

An increase in policy on environmental issues is expected, with possible bans on high emission 
trucks from metro areas. Emissions are also seen as a corporate responsibility issue and are on the 
agenda of large corporations. As emissions become more regulated relative fuel costs and 
alternative energy sources will impose additional costs into the supply chain and influence mode 
utilisation. The chain of responsibility is also expected to become an issue and government policy 
has to recognise who is responsible for environmental impacts. For the trucking industry National 
Heavy Vehicle Regulation is expected to become more significant. 

Airfreight has stringent inspection regulations. The introduction of new regulation is expected to 
increase inspection time of freight and vehicles to 15-30 minutes and require more inspections. This 
will add extra cost into the airfreight supply chain. 

Government policy concerning safety and operation of autonomous vehicles on public roads is a 
major issue. It was generally thought that it will still be some time before autonomous vehicles are 
operating on public roads, beyond the current limited trials and low speeds.  

3.8 Industry/government collaboration 
Greater collaboration between private and government sectors is seen as being a priority. The 
government role is seen as a regulating access to infrastructure on an equitable basis. This includes 
continuing regulatory improvements reflective of current standards and “harmonisation”.  There 
was concern, for example that container terminals set their own fees and charges resulting in unfair 
pricing that adds costs and disadvantages others in the supply chain. 

Data sharing is an issue that has to be addressed. Confidentiality has to be maintained but sharing 
more sophisticated information will result in better decision-making capability. It seems that 
information or data sharing between industry and government is viewed with suspicion by industry. 
Government departments are attempting to provide information and more open data but industry 
seems to be less invested in a two-way exchange. CSIRO for example were mentioned for mapping 
livestock movements.  

Government departments can provide a conduit to legislative change and communication is 
needed. A role for government was envisaged that would create an environment for information 
sharing. In the supply chain it would involve mandating customs information and allowing access to 
relevant pieces of the information at transfer points. Concern over policy uncertainty was also 
raised as an issue preventing industry investment, which would be reduced by better 
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communication. Fremantle Ports in WA are cited as a good example of collaboration between 
industry and government. 

Government leadership was seen as imperative to support renewable energy initiatives and 
investment in the use of electric vehicles.  

3.9 Is Australia positioned well for the future? 
It was generally thought that Australia could be doing more to take advantage of developments that 
will impact on supply chains and freight and logistics. Although there is some optimism it was felt 
that complacency and lack of clear government policy in some areas were inhibiting innovation and 
growth. It was asserted that Australians and industry are willing to embrace technology and change 
to remain competitive but government regulations and policy are constraining industry. Note was 
also made of the inability of national regulators to come to agreement on “simple issues” as an 
indication of the difficulties facing the industry. 

The availability of raw materials, energy, education, training and existing infrastructure including 
telecommunications put Australia in a good position to take advantage of technological 
developments. It was stated that we “have the smarts” but need to be smarter. Retention of mineral 
and natural resources, through automated manufacturing processes, and then to export would 
boost the economy and put Australia in a stronger position globally. 

Awareness of global trends was acknowledged as something all the informants were interested in 
following and is indicative of their openness to new ideas and improvements. Involvement with 
countries such as Asia and Africa, through collaboration and transfer of knowledge, could build 
synergies and provide positive economic and political results. AusTrade could help build alliances 
but are resource constrained and more effort and resources will be required. 

The low density of Australian cities and distance pose almost unique problems for freight and 
logistics industries. It was noted that the impact of highly dispersed transport systems on line haul 
costs and scale efficiencies make it difficult to achieve commercial margins similar to those in other 
countries.  

3.10 Last mile  
The last mile problem is generally thought to be unavoidable and is expected to become more 
significant if access around urban areas and the efficiency of different modes of transport are not 
more strategically planned in future.  

Urban areas are becoming more congested with trucks and cars, and there are no cheap fixes to 
this growing problem. 

Within older industrial areas, smaller subdivided lots are difficult to access for larger combination 
vehicles which were not in operation when these estates were laid out.  Even small businesses on 
small lots sometimes require access for larger supplier vehicles.  Businesses in areas such as 
Bassendean suffer from this issue. 

The benefits of inland intermodal and hub and spoke arrangements could alleviate problems of 
access and distribution.  
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3.11 The longer term 
Beyond the 5-10 year time frame, planning for new modes of transport and government foresight 
is necessary.  

There is no realistic expectation that the physical fundamentals of shipping will change in the 
foreseeable future.  However, the control structures of international trade will evolve as the 
physical assets come increasingly under the management of those who control the supply can 
demand data that underpins international trade. 

The physical fundamentals of trucking will similarly not change greatly.  The technological change 
affecting all forms of road transport, however, will continue to trucking operations.  Increasing 
levels of automation within the truck cab and in the fleet management systems used by trucking 
companies will change the nature of trucking operations in fields such as driver skill, mechanical 
performance, maintenance regimes and compliance. 

Future technological and innovative advances in rail transport, such as a Hyperloop might provide 
a solution for some types of freight in Australia. Hyperloop is a concept that envisages freight and 
passengers being carried in pods, propelled at high speed through pressurised tubes.  
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1. Introduction 

Innovation in supply chain management is happening quickly, especially through IT developments.  
Commercial and operational management practices are gradually being improved through the 
development of systems which allow better integration of information within companies and between 
companies with close relationships in the supply chain. 

Blockchain technology has been touted as a means of eliminating large amounts of duplicated effort in 
the trade documentation, and providing immediate updates to affected parties.  In reality, many systems 
using blockchain are still in the early stages of trials, and the widespread take up of the technology is 
not clear or guaranteed. 

This short paper is intended to summarise the current state of play in the development of improved IT 
systems throughout the container chain especially as it relates to Australia. 

 

2. Improving information flows throughout chains 

Container trade supply chains are notoriously complex and beset with operational inefficiencies.  The 
sheer number of supply chain participants involved in these chains creates huge numbers of transactions 
and complex information flows.  Container handling and transport operations are complex and highly 
volatile, partly due to the lack of immediate communications regarding day to day events in real time.  
All parties are involved in planning exercises, and then spend a lot of time and effort adjusting plans to 
account for unexpected events at various locations within the port environs or elsewhere along the 
chains. 

A great deal of effort around the world is taking place to address ‘information asymmetry’ through IT 
development initiatives. Similar levels of effort are addressing improvements in financial transaction 
platforms which will reduce paperwork and delays.  The development effort is being led by two distinct 
groups – private software companies seeking market share, and port authorities looking to provide over-
arching services to tenants and customers. 

To some extent the efforts of these groups are in competition with each other.  Private sector IT 
developers have products to sell to as many users as possible, and also want to dominate or own any 
‘ecosystem’ which might achieve broad acceptance.  The performance of market leaders such as Google 
and Facebook provides a large scale illustration of the commercial benefits at stake for these companies. 
By contrast, port authorities are interested in more holistic solutions which will provide benefits more 
broadly to port users and the cities and regions that they serve. 

There is some evidence that the more broadly focused efforts of port authorities will eventually be 
outgunned by the sharper tactical focus and deeper pockets of the private sector players in the pursuit 
of the improvements that IT can no doubt offer. 

This short report seeks to summarise the current state of play in this space, in an Australian context, and 
to point to the significance of some of the likely outcomes for Australian supply chains. 
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3. Symptoms of the problem 

In a world of perfect information availability, much of the inefficiency of the container supply chain 
would be eradicated.  In this type of world, the plans for each container crossing the dock of all shippers, 
shipping lines, freight forwarders, container terminals, road and rail transporters, empty container 
parks, regulators etc would be clearly documented and instantaneously updated when changed because 
of an unforeseen event. 

In a truly integrated environment, algorithms would then instantly calculate the impacts of each new 
event on all the future plans for the container and propose revised plans for acceptance or otherwise by 
all players.  This is all theoretically possible, so long as all parties have agreed to participate in the system, 
which appears to be the main barrier to progress at this stage.  Most companies like to control their own 
operations for their own commercial benefit, regardless of whether the efficiency of the entire system 
is improved or not.  These companies are not going to surrender any of their power to manage their 
own affairs to any system that is operating for the ‘common good’.  Individual companies do not 
generally care deeply about the overall efficiency of the port or the local road network or the port city‘s 
economy. 

Example 1 – Empty container redirections by shipping lines 
There are many examples of this behaviour in the container chain.  One major structural issue is the 
management of empty containers.  This issue has long been recognised as a hindrance to urban 
intermodal networks in Australia.  Import volumes significantly outnumber exports in all Australian 
container ports.  Shipping lines own the containers that arrive with imported goods.  When the goods 
are unpacked from the container, the shipping line directs the transporter to take the container to a 
location at which it can be de-hired and then re-hired either for an export load, or to be taken away 
empty by sea in search of a new load overseas.  If the container is to be de-hired at an empty container 
park, or at a port terminal, the transporter makes a booking for a timeslot at that facility. 

Recently, the container transport industry has been experiencing a large number of late directions from 
the shipping lines, changing the plans for the de-hire of the container.  The shipping line has no interest 
in the cost of these changes to the plan, (cancellation fees, additional time on the road, rescheduling of 
trips) which are paid for by the transporters.  Transporters cannot usually recover any of these costs 
from either the importer of the exporter, the frustration of the transport industry, as indicated in this 
recent communication from the transporters’ association:  

 “A significant contributor to the higher costs of empty container management, particularly in 
 Sydney, are the number of empty container “re-directions” ordered by the shipping lines and 
 ECPs with little notice.  

 Port Botany is Australia’s empty container “Re-Direction Capital”, with between 30 to 50 re-
 direction notices current every day, equating to hundreds of re-directions per month.  By 
 contrast, this is more than double the number of re-directions in Melbourne.  

 These re-directions are occurring to solely suit the shipping lines who want the empty 
 containers sent to a specific location for their next use, including to meet regional rail export 
 empty demands or for empty repatriation, rather than the shipping line being responsible for 
 the costs of repositioning the empty at a later date.  

 That’s all well and good, but the lack of sufficient notice penalises others in the container 
 logistics chain through higher import empty container handling and transport costs.  

 To make matters worse, the lack of sufficient operational notice of the re-directions means 
 that trucks with a valid ECP arrival notification, based on the original de-hire location 
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 specified by the shipping line, are being turned away because a re-direction has been put in 
 place last minute.  

 This results in futile truck trips, added truck kilometres travelled, more “one-way” under-
 utilisation of trucks, the need to constantly rearrange empty containers stacked in transport 
 yards, and de-hire time delays.  

 The lack of sufficient notice of re-directions, and the practice of not honouring original 
 legitimate truck bookings at ECPs, is unacceptable to container transport operators.  

 CTAA has called on all shipping lines and their ECP providers to give at least 24 hours’ notice 
 of any empty container re-directions, as well as a clear end-date for the re-direction.”14 

It is readily apparent that the situation described above could be greatly improved if the ‘redirections’ 
dictated by the shipping line could be immediately advertised to all parties in the chain so that 
alternative arrangements could be made.  Ideally, in a single integrated system, the computer would 
make the changes according to agreed protocols.  More likely in reality, each company would respond 
to the ‘redirection’ alert by immediately negotiating cancellations and rescheduling to minimise delays 
and wasted effort. 

At present, powerful international shipping lines are under no obligation to comply with protocols that 
might be dictated by any system under landside logistics players operate in Australia.  Even if they did 
decide to co-operate, they would probably risk being made to accept some responsibility for the costs 
that arise from these redirections, since the systems would clearly record the source of all alterations to 
pre-arranged plans. 

This example serves to illustrate the difficulties that will be involved in gaining the full participation of 
all players into a single over-arching system for full chain oversight and management. 

Example 2 – Poor integration of intermodal slot allocation 
Container chains are particularly complex when rail transport is used, since this often adds extra 
participants and transactions into the chain.  One issue adding to the complexity is the difficulty that 
railway operators have in participating in integrated port container management systems.  Traditional 
railway operators often provide services to a large range of customer types, and have systems oriented 
to the operation of the train, rather than the details of the loading.  This can be a problem even where 
railway operators have developed unusually tight relationships with their customers. 

The successful intermodal operation based at the Port of Tauranga, New Zealand, has been examined in 
earlier papers in this series.  It is characterised by a comprehensive partnership between the Port of 
Tauranga and KiwiRail, which between them manage all functions between the wharf and the 
container’s customer.  KiwiRail’s entire North Island operation is built around its six daily return services 
for the imports and exports running between Tauranga and Auckland.  It manages the track, the trains 
and the terminal in southern Auckland.  Yet it admits that its systems integration with those of the Port 
of Tauranga is a weak link, despite the single minded operational dependence between the two parties. 

KiwiRail provides the train consists and supplies information on real time running and any operational 
restrictions.  Staff at the port of Tauranga have the task of taking import and export customers’ 
requirements and translating these into prioritised allocation onto the slots available on each train, via 
manual decision making and data entry.  The system used for this purpose, called Select, performs this 

                                                         
 
14 Container Transport Alliance Australia Newsletter, 17 Feb 2019 
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function only, and is not integrated within any other system used by the port, the railway, importers, 
exporters or shipping lines. 

A fully integrated and automated system should be able to translate customer orders into slots on the 
train, instructions for wharf staff on where to stack containers, and slots on the ships, and should be 
able to make decisions according to agreed protocols along the way to accommodate changes to plans 
arising from delays to shipping, equipment problems on the wharf, or trains running with less wagons 
than usual etc. 

Blockchain enabled systems of this type would allow for instant updating of plans, unalterable records 
of all events and transparency between all parties to the system.  Even without the use of blockchain, it 
should be possible to develop intelligent scheduling systems to automate all these processes, once 
protocols have been agreed between the parties. 

 

4. Blockchain projects 

Blockchain technology has been advocated as a means of underpinning new integrated systems, 
including payment transactions and complex operational interfaces.  Blockchains are sets of transaction 
records which are distributed as they occur to the computer systems of all participants in the 
transaction.  This process provides a high level of trust in the transactions throughout the chain via the 
production of instantaneous indelible records. 

Blockchain is predicted to form the basis of a large number of financial and operational recording 
systems, and is being trialled in a number of environments such as banking and stock exchange.  
Perceptions of blockchain technology have been coloured by its use as a platform for the establishment 
and adoption of crypto-currencies such as BitCoin and Etherium.  These currencies are not yet in use as 
alternatives to traditional currencies, and have been more commonly considered as tradable assets.  The 
regulation of crypto-currencies is still being developed and will lead to less volatility in the value of each 
currency. 

The use of blockchain technology in logistics supply chain is quite unrelated to the crypto-currency field. 
Blockchain offers the theoretical potential to streamline the passage of information through long and 
complex supply chains, such as those in containerised international import/export trade.  

Since 2017, various major players in international trade have been developing trial programs for use of 
block chain technology in integrated systems.  The most well known of these have been the Maersk/IBM 
trial and the Port of Rotterdam’s trial. 

4.1 Maersk/IBM 
IBM/Maersk developed a system called TradeLens in early 2018 as an ecosystem for all supply chain 
participants to use.  Tradelens uses open standards and blockchains to link participants who post their 
own data onto the system.  Its intention has been to become the basis of a new open platform for the 
entire global trade.  IBM/Maersk has advertised that 94 global supply chain players have indicated their 
participation, but in reality, many of these have done little more than express interest in the project. 

Some ports, logistics players and customers have signed on to co-operate in the development, but other 
shipping lines have decided against joining in. In October 2018, a rival group including 4 major global 
shipping lines, along with DP World and Hutchison Ports, announced their own initiative, Global Shipping 
Business Network (GSBN), to develop a similar platform. 

In response, IBM has welcomed the GSBN initiative, suggesting that ‘a rising tide lifts all ships’ and that 
the entire industry will eventually benefit from the digitisation investments being made by all players. 
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However, Maersk will be disappointed that it has not been able to attract its main competitor shipping 
lines to join its platform. 

4.2 Port of Rotterdam 
The Port of Rotterdam (one of the largest container ports in the world) has a strong interest in being at 
the forefront of digitisation, as part of its competitive edge against other European ports/supply chains.  
The Port has its own subsidiary blockchain development company and is in the business of developing 
and marketing port community products such as Pronto, an app which provides a platform for 
information sharing regarding port calls and all associated activity at the wharf. 

It has signed on as one of the 94 interested parties to the trial Maersk/IBM project platform. 

Separately, in October 2018, the Port of Rotterdam announced a joint venture with ABN/AMRO (finance 
house) and Samsung (tech developer) to develop and test a blockchain-based system for digitising trade 
documentation and payments.  The pilot project was to be a shipment of a container from Malaysia to 
Rotterdam, to take place in January 2019, with results to be published in February 2019.   

As at early March, there has been no update on the outcome of the pilot project. 

4.3 Bulk commodity trials 
British bank HSBC and Dutch bank ING have also advised of a trial shipment of soybeans in May 2018 
from Argentina to Malaysia, with the trade finance documentation transmitted via a blockchain 
platform, R3’s Corda.   This trial featured the digitisation of the Letter of Credit documentation which 
must accompany each international transaction between a buyer and a seller, via their respective banks.  
Using traditional systems, this documentation can take up to 10 days to produce using each party’s 
standalone systems.  On this occasion, it was all completed, fully transparently, on a single system within 
24 hours. 

This example demonstrates the power that blockchain may offer to the commodities trading sector, 
which deals in large bulk shipments of products with particular measurable quality/value characteristics.  
Some global commodities traders have started to explore linking sales contracts with shipping contracts 
and financial transactions, as well as certification by government agencies.  In one such example, trader 
Louis Dreyfus has developed internal blockchain-enabled systems to link all these functions throughout 
its business, and now seeks the development of open-sourced platforms which will greatly facilitate 
trade between companies15. 

4.4 Blockchain and container supply chains 
Examples of this nature demonstrate the ability of blockchain technology to greatly reduce the number 
of separate transactions and transmissions of information that take place and accompany every physical 
goods transaction.  Blockchain should enable individual trades to take place with less interface, less data 
entry, less errors, greater speed and overall, less cost. 

The early take up of blockchain enabled software development is likely to be most beneficial to players 
within the bulk commodities sector, rather than containerised freight.  Many bulk producers have a high 
level of control or ownership of product and infrastructure throughout the international supply chain.  
As indicated above, agricultural traders are an example of this.  Mineral resources companies such as 
Rio Tinto and BHP also control or own assets a long way along their supply chains, which makes it easy 
to see benefits in linking real time information and simplifying transactions from the mine to the 
eventual international or domestic customer. 

                                                         
 
15 ING Website Newsroom, 22 Jan 2018 
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Large internal company systems offering this kind of readily updated and authenticated information 
about everything from mine output, stockpile management, train loading and scheduling, ship locations, 
equipment failures etc can be developed to the point where algorithms can manage responses 
throughout supply chains to any events that could occur at any point in the chain.  Where an exporter 
company like this has a small number of partners and/or customers, their systems can be incorporated 
into the exporter’s blockchain platform as well. 

The appeal of this type of all-encompassing system is more limited when it comes to container freight.  
Container supply chains are both more complex and more fragmented than bulk export chains.  
Container chains involve a very large number of transactions for each consignment and there is a great 
deal of duplication of data entry and usage of non-electronic transmission media. 

This complexity and inefficiency is at once the reason for the attractiveness of blockchain solutions, and 
the reason why they may not eventuate.  Every major supply chain participant (port, shipping line, 
container terminal, transporter, freight forwarder) already has its own suite of systems for managing 
information within their own environment.  Many of them try to engage their immediate partners in the 
supply chain to engage with their systems to extend their reach and utility. 

For many importers and exporters, however, it is not worth while investing in systems which will track 
their containers and consignments and associated paperwork across the globe.  They outsource this 
function to their freight forwarders and transporters.  An importer of religious icons from the Philippines 
cares what time the van arrives at his unit in Wangara more than where the ship carrying his container 
is. 

Transporters and freight forwarders have some incentive to invest in systems that share information 
throughout the supply chain.  Many of the larger companies do have sophisticated systems that do this.  
They do not necessarily see the benefit of being a part of a wider ecosystem that allows everybody to 
track their information through a single shared network.  Competition between transport firms and 
between freight forwarders is fierce and none of them are in a rush to take the risk of sharing customer 
information with competitors through use of a such a platform. 

Some larger players invest in third party proprietary systems such as CargoWise One, which can be 
customised to meet a company’s specific needs.  Typically though, each company using this system only 
uses it within their own immediate network.  Other companies competing in the same space, also use 
the same system, customised for their business and their networks.  The company selling the software 
(in this case, WiseTech Global), benefits from selling and supporting the same system to both companies.   

In comparison, companies developing eco-systems with open-source software are hoping to develop 
platforms for every company to use to the benefit of the overall import/export community.  If there is 
to be a single system used by everybody in the chain, they want it to be their own system!     

The recent acquisition of Container Chain by Wisetech is indicative of the intent of the company to 
broaden its appeal throughout the port community.  By stitching the two key products together, 
Wisetech should be able to integrate information flow between shipping lines, freight forwarders, 
transporters, customs agencies and customers to some extent.  The product will need to be powerful 
enough and yet affordable for the many small businesses engaged in these activities at present.  There 
is a risk that small businesses in this space may not be able to afford to keep up with larger businesses 
since the cost of software systems and resources will be higher for them. 

Even if some systems integration benefits are achieved for individual supply chain businesses through 
software developments, there will still be aspects of operational and commercial activity that will remain 
outside the reach of these systems.  In Fremantle, the One-Stop Vehicle Booking System is administered 
by the two container terminals and is an essential commercial and operational feature of their 
businesses.   Information from this system can be integrated into overarching performance monitoring 
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systems, but control over bookings within the system would not be delegated by its owners to any other 
party. 

Similarly, the ContainerChain systems (incorporating E-Gate) offers visibility to transport operators 
involved in pick ups and deliveries at the Port.  The Port authority’s Congestion Management System 
also provides real time advice to truck operators and directs congestion response operations at the 
interim Truck Marshalling Area (TMA) inside Rous Head. 

Each of these systems performs a different function, using a limited set of operational data.  Many supply 
chain participants need to have access to several of them. Larger companies which perform a range of 
functions such as transport, container terminal management and freight forwarding use a suite of such 
operational tools, and may have an incentive to invest in more ambitious systems which integrate them 
more closely. 

5. Port community projects 

Australian Port authorities sometimes see their roles as ‘trade facilitators’ to include investigation of 
large integrated systems that will being disparate sets of information together om behalf of their 
tenants.  Fremantle Port Authority has been engaged in a project to develop a ‘port community’ system 
for some time.  FPA does not have a strong commercial incentive to invest heavily in software 
development (in contrast to European ports which compete amongst themselves for container 
business).  FPA’s project thus depends on modest funding and cannot be expected to lead the 
development of such ambitious systems (as undertaken, for instance, by the Port of Rotterdam). 

By contrast, however, the Port of Brisbane has been involved in the development of an ambitious Trade 
Community Systems project.  This project is supported by the Australian Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (ACCI) and PWC consulting is providing the technical resources.  The impetus from the project 
came from the Commonwealth Government’s Inquiry into National Freight and Supply Chain Priorities 
Report16.  One of the Report’s leading recommendations is: 

 “Encourage adoption of global data standards and collaborative electronic platforms across 
 all freight modes to streamline the exchange, comparison, and understanding of data within 
 the land, sea and air freight sectors.  For example, port community systems utilise a common 
 electronic platform to connect multiple systems operated by the different organisations that 
 make up a sea port community, such as:  stevedores  vessel operators  slot charterers  
 freight forwarders / customs brokers  road and rail landside container carriers.” 

The aim of the project is to take out some of the inefficiencies that arise in the container supply chains, 
across all Australian jurisdictions, from duplication of administrative functions and amplification of 
errors.  The costs of this ingrained level of inefficiency have been estimated by PWC as up to $450 per 
container movement17. 

The scale and nature of the communications and transactions generated by the import/export of each 
container in Australia are illustrated in the diagram below. 

Figure 5 – Supply Chain Information Flows (Import)  

                                                         
 
16 Commonwealth Dept of Infrastructure, March 2018 
17 Port of Brisbane Press Release, undated, 2018  
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Figure 6 - Supply Chain Information Flows (Export) 

 

Source – PWC TCS Proof of Concept 
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The project has reached Proof of Concept stage, and is now looking for investors within the supply chain 
community to develop the platform to the pilot stage.  This is likely to be the crunch point for the project.  
A prototype platform has been developed and industry participation is being sought. 

Previous attempts to develop an Australian TCS have been unsuccessful due to a large range of reasons 
including: 

- lack of IT capacity 
- conflict of interest between participants 
- globalisation of trade systems 
- ambitious requirements for large scale participation 
- impact of GFC in 2008 
- etc 

 

This time, the project trial will need to overcome resistance from government agencies and supply chain 
participants which have got used to managing through the suite of existing systems and ‘work-arounds’.   
Participation will involve entry of data into an over-arching TCS in addition to use of the current suite of 
systems.  The benefits of the system will not be obvious to the trial participants.  The trial will take at 
least 6 months. 

The TCS will not take the place of a Trade Single Window, which is the aim of government agencies 
involved in international trade (eg Australian Border Force, ATO).  Trade Single Window projects are 
focused on harmonisation of regulation across jurisdictions and the facilitation of customs and taxation 
documentation between industry and government, and between government agencies.  

 

6. Port operations optimizing projects 

Rather than aim at developing ecosystems or Trade Community Systems on behalf of all container port 
users, many publicly-owned port authorities have ‘picked the low-hanging fruit’ by focusing on systems 
development to address general operational issues which impact on their road networks and 
neighbouring communities. 

FPA’s Congestion Management System is an example of this.  The system works to provide real time 
information to trucking firms that can be used to reduce the incidence of wasted journeys that add to 
local road congestion. 

The port of Los Angeles and Long Beach are very large container ports co-located in southern Los 
Angeles.  In the past, they have collaborated with local authorities to build a long grade-separated rail 
corridor through the suburbs to take huge container volumes off local roads and unsuitable railway lines.  
They also operate a company that runs rail shuttle services in the port environment to assist the major 
railroad companies in building up train loads for long distance haulage.  

In 2005, the two ports jointly developed a system that stimulates night use of the container terminals 
via a congestion charging mechanism administered by a non-profit JV company called PierPass18.  Under 
this system, the 12 container terminals in the port area were given financial incentives to open their 
gates at night to allow for 24 hour road operation, reducing truck usage of roads during the day.  To pay 

                                                         
 
18 PierPass website 
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for the extra costs involved, trucks using daylight hours to pick up and deliver containers were levied 
with a charge. 

The system has effectively spread the daily truck activity load from 12 hour daily period to a 24 hour 
period, reducing congestion and air pollution.   

However, some disadvantages to the system arose, as trucks began queuing in late afternoon to wait 
for the cheaper night time gate period, and the system also tended to favour empty running at times.  A 
revised system was implemented in November 2018, placing a flat 24 hour fee at each gate and relying 
on ‘appointment’ systems (ie vehicle booking systems) to be implemented by each terminal. 

The implication is that the benefits of night time running are entrenched, and no longer need to be 
encouraged by the blunt instrument of the day-time levy, and that more orderly and efficient trucking 
operations will be achieved through use of booking systems by each terminal.  The PierPass system does 
not seek to micro-manage the design of these systems, but has placed rules on them – for instance, 
there will be no penalty on any party for missing a booking.  

In this instance, the two ports have used their overall authority to deliver systems to address a problem 
relating to the neighbouring communities (road congestion) but recognise that each terminal can run its 
own business as it sees fit.  There is always ongoing tension between these two strategies, and the 
PierPass system and the ports’ relationships with its tenants will continue to evolve as business 
behaviours respond to the commercial incentives they face from time to time.   

The Port of Fremantle’s Congestion Management Systems is an example of a successful system which 
improves the efficiency of trucking activity through provision of real time information on congestion 
within the port via a range of media.  It does not dictate terms to the container terminals or other parties 
on the port, but helps make the overall complex task more achievable for all parties. 

 

7. Conclusions 

The rapid recent adoption of potentially disruptive IT developments has led to excitement about the 
potential to greatly improve the efficiency of international trade.  Blockchain has become a symbol of 
this potential, and will no doubt become an important tool in smoothing out complex, fragmented 
supply chains, especially in regard to finance transactions and information dissemination. 

Blockchain technology will assist in reducing the cost (in dollars and in time) of facilitating imports and 
exports, and will further unlock some savings through reducing the capacity for errors to be transmitted 
through the chains due to bad data entry. 

The experience of several recent trials suggests that the technology is powerful enough in theory to 
achieve these benefits.  The issue that limits the impact of the technology is the lack of incentive of 
commercial players to jump on board large ambitious over-arching systems. 

Major companies in the shipping, container handling, logistics and transport industries will continue to 
implement new technology within their own business environments and there will be improvements in 
some relationships throughout the chain.  Software companies will continue to fight for dominance 
within individual sectors of the chain, but will not seek to develop true end-to-end oversight systems 
that would bring all players and transactions under one single system. 

Blockchain technology will be used by shippers (ie importers and exporters) and their banks to 
streamline cumbersome letter of credit arrangements.  It will also be a part of operational systems to 
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resolve complex real time issues such as the positioning of containers within stacks at the berth for 
minimisation of forklift, gantry and transporter activity. 

Blockchain will also be particularly useful for bulk exporters with a high degree of ownership or 
partnership along their supply chains (eg large mining companies and commodities traders).  These 
companies are very likely to continue implementation of blockchain-based solutions as the internal 
benefits will be readily visible to all parties.  The container trade is much more fragmented, which makes 
this type of IT investment more difficult to justify, involves more risk through openness and dilutes the 
benefits to each company.  

Port community and trade community projects are less likely to succeed in their aims to develop 
umbrella systems that all players will feed their data into.  The bodies seeking to develop these systems 
do not have the budgetary muscle or the commercial power to bring disparate supply chain companies 
into such systems.  The companies do not have realistic incentives to buy into these systems, while also 
investing in their own proprietary systems that manage their core operations.  Supply chain companies 
do not share the community benefit incentive that port authorities and managers have. 

Port authorities will have more success in developing overarching systems, strategies and frameworks 
aimed at providing the conditions for improved efficiency, especially as it relates to neighbouring 
communities. 

IT developments will certainly bring about cost savings for individual companies operating in the 
container port environment.  The main impacts will be in reductions in back office cost, greater speed 
in achieving regulatory approvals and the potential to eliminate wasteful handling and transport tasks.  
In general, these types of systems developments will not impact significantly on the fundamental tasks 
of container handling and logistics functions in the port city. 

This latter aspect will be the subject of future research in this series.  
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